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ALLEN MAKES REPLY

BANKING CENTERS CHEERFUL

THREE CENTS A COPY

HAS HAD BUSY LIFE

Volume 88.................. Number 31

CALIFORNIA QUIETING DOWN

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

In “Blondie Johnson,” coining Wed
Subscriptions »3 00 per year payable In nesday
and
Thursday,
Joan
advance; single copies three centa.
Banks In This State Await Word From Governor and
Advertising rates based upon circula Blondell appears as a beautiful and
tion and very reasonable.
brilliant
leader
of
a
big
time
band
Banking Commissioner—Early Reopening
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established of criminals. She gets her man, or
"n 1840. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette rather men, in more ways than one.
The bank situation throughout the expected an announcement would re
in 1882. The Free Press was established Some she raises to power, only to
in 1855 ond In 18-. changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated ' dethrone according to her whim, country continues to command the sult.
March 17. 1897.
"We shall make every effort to com
] while those that get in her way she attention of all citizens. Here, as
J eliminates with startling finality. elsewhere, a feeling of calmness pre ply when we receive word that the
State's banks are authorized.” said
*•*
' For Joan, as Blondie, is cold, hardReflection Increases the vigor •••
vails, the concern of the average de Gov. Brann.
of the mind, as exercise does the •* boiled, ruthless and merciless. She
positor being coupled with a faith ' At present Maine banks are re
«* strength of the body.—Levis.
— j sways men to her will and rules,
’ them with an iron hand. There is no i that wise heads in the Nation and stricted to paying $10 per person on
changing the fiery and peppery per- | State will grapple successfully with payroll checks and to disbursing
funds for relief of actual distress.
sonality of the delightful Joan, how- ' the situation.
This morning's bulletins said that
BROILERS. FOWL. CHICK
ever, and her gay. reckless abandon
No statement was obtained from
ENS—DRESSED POULTRY
ment to the part she plays is evident1 local bankers this morning. "We new currency is now available for
Also Hennery Eggs Wanted Now
Federal Reserve banks; that State
throughout the picture.
Chester
are holding thc turn, pending further banks are rapidly opening; that the
Prompt returns at highest possible
Morris
plays
the
leading
masculine
prices. Quotations, tags, testimoni
advices," is the way the president of American dollar shows strength; and
als. sent on request. Our aim ls to
role.—adv.
gain and hold shippers' confidence
' that reports from the 12 Federal Re
one bank expressed it.
Established 25 years
Coops loaned
free.
serve central cities were that bank
Russia teaches us that an;r,body
When Maine banks will reopen
W. r. WYMAN ti CO.
deposits had far exceeded withdraw
j
can
rule
a
country,
but
It
takes
me'
4 Faneull Hall Market Boston. Mass
without restrictions was a question als, bolstering the revitalized flow of
2%-tf
chanics to save it.
Governor Louis J. Brann and bank credit through business channels.
Commissioner Sanger N. Annis were Some Chicago banks had to furnish
unable to answer yesterday despite extra facilities for handling new ac
long conferences from which it was counts.

UVE

THE UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

PRESIDENT WOTTON

PRESENTS

ADELYN BUSHNELL
MARSHALL BRADFORD
: : in :

‘MINICK’
: : by : :

Edna Ferber and George Kaufman

Monday Night, March 20

High School Auditorium
ALL SEATS 40c
Checked Friday and Saturday Afternoons

Chisholm’s Store

Distinctive Stationery
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

$1

Personal, Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
ripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
paper must be exactly the same.
Printed In black or blue Ink. Not over three lines. Note size 6x7.
ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
envelopes to match $1.00. Student's size 5^x814, 150 sheets and 100
envelopes to match, $1.00.
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use. 150 sheets
7t»xl0'ii and 100 envelopes 3%x7*4 plain white bond paper only, $1 50
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 75c extra.
Write name and address plainly, print If possible. Remit with
order, please, either by check or money order. Postage 10c extTa.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Central Board of Basketball Associated Press Says Maine
Officials Pays a Deserved
“Stole the Show" At the
Tribute
Opening Session
Charles C. Wotton of Rockland was
elected president and Paul Flaherty
of Portland, vice president, of the
Western Maine Central Board of
Basketball Officials Association, at a
meeting in Lewiston Saturday. H. H
Sampson, principal of Bridgton Acad
emy. for many years secretary-treas, urer of the organization, was re
elected to this po6t unanimously. A
Lewiston despatch says:
“The new president of the Asso; ciation does most of his officiating in
the coastal cities of the Rockiand sec
tion. where he is recognized as one
of the leading arbiters. Flaherty,
t former Hebron Academy and Port
land Athletic Club star, has come for
ward in the past two years to gain an
enviable name for himself as an offi
cial.”
A brief discussion of rules, with offi
cials agreeing that this year's regula
tory measures had assisted the game
and the scheduling of a meeting, date
to be determined, before next year's
' court season, for a discussion of rules
and any changes that may be made in
the interim, were the only other busi! ness features of the meeting.

BOXING AND
WRESTLING
I. O. O. F. HALL
TENANT’S HARBOR

Wednesday, March 15
8 00 P. M.
Admission 15c and 25c
31*lt

You Need Not
Suffer from
ARTHRITIS.
RHEUMATISM,
PLEURISY, NEURITIS, ECZEMA
STOMACH and LIVER TROUBLE
NT AThe Vitalizing Remedy
A’zVV/ZVcontalns No Narcotics

Brings Relief
Send $1.00 for 12-ouncc bottle to

Buy Your Shrubs and Trees
from HEISTAD, Rockport
Don't take chances, look them over first If you wLsh.

I will plan the place for you. lift the plants with the whole clump
and have them planted in an hour or two. No drying up In stores
or express handling. No delay in the work.

NAOX COMPANY
49 Federal Street,

Boston, Mass
25*30

$25.00 REWARD
A reward of $25 will be paid fm
information leading to the conviction
of any person stealing poultry from a
member of the Warren Poultrymen's
Association.
C. A. WEBB, Pres.

23-34

You will pay less, and be more satisfied.

28*31

Attention Poultrymen
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

Our unlimited outlet for native
poultry enables us to pay you high
est prices. Consult us before you
sell.

COHEN BROS.

“Quaker Stages”
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston"
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Dally Except Sunday
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M.

Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.

Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M

Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip 1 3.00

Largest Shippers in Maine
Care of Charles McKellar. TeL 2-3
WARREN, ME.
No lots too large: none too small.
Trucks will be in Warren all winter

13TStf

SPRUCE GUM
The Real Northern Maine Kind,
mailed anywhere in the United States
at 50 Cents Per Ounce.
C. H. MOOR * CO., Druggists
322 Main Street,
Rorkland

10T&S1F

If so, INSIST upon
••NU-VI-TA” Herb & Iron TONIC
A System Cleanser, Purifier, and
Tonic, Improves the Appetite. Aids
Digestion. Buy A BOTTLE TODAY
and BUILD UP YOUR STRENGTH.
Druggists, grocers—Order from your
jobber, or Freedman Medicine Co.,
Stonington, Maine.23-34

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In reference to the statement of
Miss Corbett in your issue of March
9, I wish to say that she has misinfoi med the public concerning my
statement at Kimball hall My com
plaint was concerning articles which
I did not receive, and did not know
they were missing until my wife took
them cut of the bag.
Saturday morning I went to her
like a gentleman and tried to explain
that I did not receive them, but she
would not listen to me. All. she would
say was that the slips were up stairs
Then I asked her about coal, and she
told me it was due the 8th. My coal
would have lasted if m.v wife had no
been sick, so that I had to run a fire
night and day.
As for my being on the city for
years, 1 never called on the city for
help until I was thrown out of em
ployment on account of the quarry
Shutting down in Vinalhaven. Then
she gave me orders to move to Rcoki land. I do not wart the public to
be misinformed that I will not work
for I always have worked, and if I
could get work today I would not be
asking for help; but as for pride for
bidding a man to ask for help for his
children and let them suffer. I do not
think that is justified, for the chil
dren's sake. I figure that pride and
poverty do not go together.
Lester E. Allen
580 Main street.

A Washington correspondent has
this to say about the Maine delega
tion in Congress:
Maine Democracy, coming into Its
own for the first time in years, tem
porarily stole the show at the open
ing session of the new House. The
argument over the seating of John O
SHE IS NOT SORRY
Utterback of Bangor was the first
real party fight of the 73d Congress Gertrude Johnson Glad She
aside from the routine selection of a
Spoke For Unemployed—
speaker. Furthermore the addTess of
Respects To Toiva
Representative Moran of Rockland,
in defense of his Democratic col Editor of The Courier -Gazette:—
In a spirit of fair play will you
league, broke an unwritten precedent
that new members should be seen please grant me space in your paper?
rather than heard. Flushed, but I have been the object of much pub
calm. Moran carefully outlined Utter- licity of late in the columns of The
back's claim to the Third District seat Courier-Gazette and I wish to state
and received generous applause from that I am in no way regretful of be
ing the spokesman for the Unem
the 300 odd Democrats.
• • • •
ployed Council, for I have been deep
Prominence has been coming rapid ly moved by the pitllul stories of pov
ly to Moran even 'before he took the erty and distress now existing in
oath of office. The House Democratic Rockland and vicinity.
One outstanding feature of the City
leaders chose him as a member of the
Council's
decision, and which should
committee to divide the country into
districts from which a steering com be remembered by the unemployed
mittee will be selected. Observers pre I was their willingness to deal with
dict that Moran and Utterback will them individually. Let me quote
receive full share of honors from their J Wendell Phillips: “I rejoiee at every
colleagues. It would be good business j effort workingmen make to organize
too, they point out, for the Democrats I hail the labor movement. It is my
to recognize Maine whenever possible j only hope for democracy. Organize
to help its members in their cam and stand together! Let the nation
hear a united demand from the labor
paign for re-election in 1934.
On the Republican side of Con ing voice.”
I can only feel appreciative for the
gress. Maine is retaining its tradi
tional position Representative Beedy published information that I am not
of Portland, moves higher on the related to Toiva Johnson.
Gertrude Bunker Johnson
House Banking and Currency com
mittee. which at the moment is one
of the. most important factors in
POSTAL RECEIPTS
legislation.
Senator White was given a place in Have Shown Marked Decline
the Interstate Commerce committee
In Rockland Office Since
in place of membership on the Edu
the Peak Year
cation committee, a shift regarded by
his colleagues, as a good promotion.
There is no better index to general
Senator Hale becomes ranking Re
business conditions than thc receipts
publican on the Appropriation com
mittee. as well as holding a seat on of the postoffice.
Back in 1918. when the three cent
the powerful Rules and Naval Affairs
stamp went into effect, there was
groups.
speedily shown a substantial increase
• • • •
The desk assigned to Senator Hale which continued until 1930 which
in the Senate chamber ls of historic proved to be the peak year, as far as
interest. It was once used by Daniel the Rockland office is concerned.
Then the pinoh of hard times be
Webster.
From the appearance of his office came more manifest and the decrease
the impression might be gained that within one year was in excess of $3000
Representative Moran has just breezed The 1932 report showed a similar loss,
in from the South. It is filled with and the returns from the first six
potted palms left behind by the pre months of the fiscal year show a de
cline of about $1100.
vious occupant.
Here are the figures of the Rock
Representative Beedy was the right
hand man of Republican Leader Snell land postofflee under the present ad
during the opening House session. Hc ministration: 1928, $58,446 98; 1929.
sat at Snell's right through most of $60,672.56; 1930. $62,354.80; 1931. $59,146.70; 1932, $56,205.73; 1933, (six
the afternoon.
months) $30,263.45.
• • • •
To the unpopularity of the threeRepresentative Moran is waiting for
a “breathing spell" before he tackles cent stamp is attributed much of thc
the appointment of postmasters. As j decline in postal receipts. Business
soon as the special session of Con men have sought other methods of
gress takes a recess, Moran says he distribution.

plans to study recommendations for
all the offices which must be filled
immediately.

DANCE
At K. of P. HALL. THOMASTON

DO YOU VALUE YOUR HEALTH?

Tickets May Be Purchased At
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
Thomaston—McDonald’s Drug Store,

NATION’S CAPITOL

Says He Did Not Receive All H. P. Farrow Has Done Civil
the Goods Miss Corbett
Engineering
In
Seven Losses Immense, But Wild Rumors Are Resented- -Word
From Our People Out That Way
Counties—Political Offices
Names

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Music by

KIRK’S ORCHESTRA
31-lt

Miss Pauline Starrett
of Warren
Wishes to announce that she will
do—
SHAMPOOING for
50c
MARCELLING for
50c
FINGER WAVING for
$0c
At Her Home By Appointment
TEL. WARREN 9-12

MIAMI, FLORIDA
The mast Interesting spot In
the Eastern Hemisphere dur
ing the winter months.

HOTEL URMEY

In the heart ot all activities.
Beautiful rooms and high
class service.
A Modern Fireproof Struc
ture. Every room steam heated
Rates: (European Plan)
■Ingle rooms >2.50 per day
upwards
Double rooms 15.00 per day
upwards
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe In the j
Building
I Ownership-Management!
-WILLIAM M. URMEY ,

Hiram P. Farrow, the subject ol
Stricken Southern California is Beach. Calif., where she now resides.
this sketch, was born ln Belmont,
cleaning up its earthquake wreckage. Mrs. Grant's husband who is ln the
Me,, March 7. 1856, the eldest son of
Continuing shocks of lesser fre Navy, sailed only a few days prior to
Luther and Lucy E. (Pitcher) Far
the earthquake for a two weeks’ cruise
quency and intensity helped shake
to Honolulu.
row. Through his paternal grand
down loosened bits of brick and parts
Relatives and friends of Miss Olive
mother Selina (Ozier) Farrow, his
1 ol town buildings, as the yet incom E. Libby, who is now making her home
descent is traced down from two of plete survey indicated 116 dead, more
at Los Angeles were much concerned
the Mayflower , company, Edward than 1000 moderately and seriously until this telegram was received by
Dotey and Gov. William Bradford, ! injured, some 4000 more having had her mother, Mrs. Ada Libby of Rock
first aid treatment and from $54,000,- port. Saturday afternoon: "Severe
000 to $75,000,000 damage done by earthquake Long Beach, lighter here,
Friday night's Jolt.
j No damage to us.”
With relief for the maimed, sick
Leon A. Chase has received word
' and hungry effectively and efficiently from his brother, Joseph Chase of
j organized, and the whole area under , Los Angeles, that he and his wife
control, authorities turned to alleviate were uninjured.
the fear among the civilian populace
Word has ^>cen received from San
in the area and their relatives and Pedro, Calif., of the safety of Mr. and
friends throughout the world.
i Mrs. Fred Schlenderlng (Bernice
Emphatic condemnation was voiced Davis of Rockland), also of Mrs.
of those responsible for spreading ugly Schlenderlng's father, Eldcn Davis,
rumors after the first great shock whose home ls In Los Angeles, and hcr
last Friday night.
brother. Gordon Davts. and aunt,
Knox County folks who had rela Mrs. Fronla Closson who were in
tives in the earthquake zone have Hollywood at the time. Further de
naturally been concerned.
tails of the shock are expected later
Among the first to wire news of from them.
safety was William S. Healey, former
Mrs Lilian S. Copping has received
ly of Rockland, who held the office of a letter from her son Cecil, whose
county treasurer when he went West home is in West Los Angeles, announc
eight or more years ago. The family ing that his family passed through
is now located in Roscoe, near the the earthquake safely. They were
"I believe in upholding laws of the town of Burbank.
together at home when the quake took
Mr and Mrs. W. E. Stearns of Park place, and although it was felt se
I'nited States rather than allow im;
the country to be over-run by rebel street were greatly relieved to receive verely. no considerable damage was
gangs and cliques,” says llirain I*. a wire from their daughter, Mrs. done in that section. Otherwise than
Charles Grant (Naomi Steams) Sun a restless night through anxiety, the
Farrow.
day, telling of her safety at Long ! family suffered no ill effects
the two lines uniting ln Elizabeth
Baker, who became the wife of
Joseph Ozier. a lieutenant in the
Revolution.
His boyhcod education was only Sudden Death Of Well Known Physician and Sportsman
?uch as the common country schools
and Former Fish Commissioner
of that day afforded, supplemented
by private study. In early life he
entered the building trade, soon
Dr. Edwin W. Gould, former oom- | late years unfailingly with his boon
taking up the practice of civil engi missioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries, companion John L. Thomas, and their
neering which he pursued in seven
and one of Maine's best sportsmen,! record was always the envy of other
counties and in a tenth of the cities
fishermen. Dr. Gould had also hunt
and towns in Maine, numbering died suddenly at his home on School ed buffalo on the western plains and
a fine specimen o( a mounted
among his clients some of the leading street Sunday morning. He had J
made hte usual rounds on the previ- , buffalo
Hls
na.
people of the country.
He became a member of the Bos ous day. and apparently in his usual l(lre niade hlm a gencral Xavorlte
ton Society of Civil Engineers in health, joked and chatted with 1 He was twice married, first in 1883
1909 and later a charter member of friends, as was his wont.
to Mary E. Lincoln of Mansfield,
Dr. Edwin William Gould was born Penn. He is survived by his second
what is now the Maine Association
in North Bucksport. May 27, 1854. wife, Carrie H. Gould.
of Civil Engineers.
Mr. Farrow was elected commis His education was gained in the pub
Rev. E. O. Kenyon will officiate at
sioner of Waldo County in 1882, Rep lic schools and completed at the East the funeral services at 2 o'clock this
afternoon.
resentative to the Legislature in Maine Conference Seminary.
At the age of eight, as the result
1894. being one of the five returned
as Democrats ln that year when thc of his investigations into the laws LIVESTOCK PERISHED
Democracy of Miaine "went down governing fish life, he completely
into the valley and the shadow of stocked a neighboring brook with When the William Small
death,” he being the sole survivor. trout for the purpose of observing still
Slaughter House On Park
Two of his colleagues were William more clearly Che habits of the fish.
Street Was Burned
Dr. Gould entered commercial life
S. White and Fred R. Spear, both
The glow from a large fire in the
as
a
traveling
salesman,
representing
late of this city. He lyas elected
rear of the city was seen by Patrol
register of deeds in 1910. was candi a house in Bangor, for the sale of man Charles H Emery early yester
date for judge of probate in 1908 and musical instruments, etc. A marked day morning. Impressing into serv1922. declining renomination ln 1926, success in this line of work attracted | ice the first car he saw. Emcry rode to
was candidate for State senator in the attention of the New England the scene and sent ln an alarm from
1920, State inspector of dams and res Organ Company, of Boston and a | box 41.
ervoirs for a period of more than 25 flattering offer secured for them thc
The burning structure was thc
years and ln 1907 was appointed services of the young salesman, who ' slaughter house on upper Park street
commissioner to effect the copying was immediately entrusted to cover a [ operated by William W. Small of 34
of the Hancock records of Waldo "territory" embracing most of the i Fulton street. It was doomed when
States east of the Rocky Mountains.
lands.
the officer discovered thc blaze, but
He believes in upholding and en Mr. Gould's discharge of this respon j the department was quickly on hand
sible
trust
was
highly
satisfactory
to
forcing the laws of the United Stales
to assure the protection of adjoining
rather than allowing (or counten his employers.
property. Sparks landed on thc root
But
no
success
ln
business
could
ancing) them to be overrun by rebel
of Clarence Knowlton's house, but
gangs and cliques. He has no par divert the Maine boy from the goal of were promptly extinguished
his
ambition,
the
profession
of
medi

ticular form of religious belief, be
Six cows and two calves perished
lieving that the entire concept of the cine, and "Gray's Anatomy” was as in the flames, and Mr Small’s losses,
universe with Its dim, unknowable constant a part of his traveling bag which run into several thousand dol
incomprehensible
past,
reaching as his order book. By diligent read lars, also included hides, wool, hay.
back Into the confines of eternity, ing in railway cars, between stations, dressed meat, etc. He carried partial
and in the other intervals of busi
and the equally mysterious and Im
insurance.
penetrable realms of futurity render ness, Mr. Gould fitted himself, un
futile any attempts at solution by assisted. to enter the medical depart YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ment of Bowdoin College in 1885,
man during his brief flicker of ex
TIIE SOLITUDE OF ALEXANDER
where, by the same diligence and en
SELKIRK
istence; that each must formulate
terprise, he succeeded in mastering
I am monarch of all I survey;
his own line of thought as suggested
My right there is none to dispute;
the three years' course in two years,
From the center all round to the sea
by what he finds about him, unless
I am lord of the fowl and the brute.
graduating as doctor of medicine in
O Solitude! where are the charms
perchance he may elect to fohow
1887. He practiced his profession ln
That sages have Been In thy face?
some of the many, many paths
Better dwell ln the midst of alarms.
Swanville. Searsport, Thomaston and
Than
reign ln this horrible place
mapped out by others in the cer
this city.
I
am
out
of humanity's reach.
tainty of their own minds as to the
I must finish my Journey alone.
The doctor never lost his interest in
course others should pursue.
Never hear the sweet music of
fish culture, or thc instincts of a true
speech;
Mr. Farrow married Dec. 2. 1888
I start at the sound of my own
sportsman, which enabled him to
The beasts that roam over the plain
Marianna Thurlow of Belfast, who
My form with Indifference see:
realize clearly that in the preserva
died April 29. 1916. when he moved
They are so unacquainted with man.
tion of her fish and game lies much
Their tameness ls shocking to me.
to Belfast. He camc to Rockland in
of the financial prosperity of the
Society. Friendship, and Love.
the spring of 1928.
Divinely bestow’d upon man.
State. In recognition of his fitness
Oh. had I the wings of a dove
He has one brother. Hartson Far
How soon would I tMtt you again'
for thc work, he was, ln 1891, appoint
row, residing in Belfast.
My sorrows I then might assuage
ed by Gov. E. C. Burleigh, Commis
In the ways of religion and truth.
Might
learn from thc wisdom ot age.
sioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries. He
And be cheer'd by the sallies of
The Boston flower show takes succeeded in imbuing his wardens
youth.
place this week, and will doubtless with his own spirit, and the laws were
Ye winds that have made me your
draw some local attendants. Held enforced without favoritism, but with
sport.
Convey to this desolate shore
simultaneously is the Massachusetts thoroughness. Largely by the per
Some cordial endearing report
Of a land I shall visit no more
Garden Club’s annual spring exhi sonal exertions of the Commissioner,
My friends, do they now and then
bition at Mechanics hall, March a coast patrol boat was added to the
send
A wish or a thought after me?
13-18. Prof. Manton Copeland of; equipment of the State in thi6 im
O tell me I yet have a friend.
Though a friend I am never to see.
Bowdoin Coiiege will have an entry portant work. In the fight against
How fleet is a glance of the mind!
of mountain top plants (Alpine > the “Lapham Bill,” Dr. Gould stood
Compared with the speed of its
plants) for rock gardens. Other cn- I forward as thc champion of the rights
flight.
The tempest Itself lags behind.
tries include a Chinese garden, a1 of the States to control their local
And the swift-winged arrows of light.
When I think of my own native land
planting of rare azaleas, and a fisheries against the centralizing
In a moment I seem to be there;
Swiss chateau, as well as a formal tendencies of the National Fish
But alas' recollection at hand
Soon hurries me back to despair.
garden.
Commissioner, and his success in this
But the sea-fowl ls gone to her nest.
memorable contest attracted national The beast is laid down tn his lair;
Even here is a season of rest,
A Jap general warns us that Japs attention, not only to the State, but
And I to my cabin repair
There’s mercy in every place.
never retreat. Except from a position to her efficient Commissioner.
And mercy, encouraging thought!
Each season found Dr. Gould at Otves even affliction a grace
outlined in a treaty.—Key West Citi
And reconciles man to his lot.
the famous Bangor salmon pool, in
zen.
—William Cowper.

DR. EDWIN WILLIAM GOULD

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day
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KNOX COUNTY TOWN MEETINGS

THE ECONOMY BILL

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Moran Votes For Presiden
The Lord is good, a strong hold in
tial Measure Which W ould
the day o» trouble; and He knoweth
Made Drastic Cuts
them that trust Sn Him.—Nahum

"ON MY SET"
All Of Them Struck Keynote Of Economy—Too Much So
To Suit Some Cushing Voters

1;7,

President Roosevelt's economy bill
----■—•
would permit the Chief ExecuSixty thousand red paper legion fiVe (0 make drastic cuts in federal
poppies were sent by truck Friday wages and veterans’ compensation
afternoon from the Legion Auxili- passed the House Saturday by a vote
ary work shop at the Veterans Ad- of 266 to 138.
ministration Home at Togus to Old
-phe opposition was led by insurgent
Town, where the State Legion Democratic forces, which refused at
Auxiliary secretary will have Charge ! a party caucus earlier in the day to
of their distribution. Forty thou-! be bound to support the President in
sand poppies are being sent out i his proposal to bring about economies
from the Home postoffice to Posts to balance the Federal budget and
and units in Maine, in preparation : restore the Nation's credit,
for the May sale in the interests of; The Maine delegation—Beedy, Rep., j
rehabilitation and welfare work. Moran, Dem., and Utterback, Dem..
The poppy shop closed last week. voted for the bill.
Sixty men were employed, with an
average daily attendance of 55. The
Ought Not To Pass
poppy makers who are disabled I
World War veterans, received one ’ Providing that only one automobile
cent for each poppv and the total number plaU? 105163(1 of two 811311 *
payroll was more than $1,000. This lssu'd and for
word "vacatl0°money means new clothes and shoes, f130(1 00 lll€ Plate.
Permitting water companies to
fares home or a chance to go where
charge
a portion of the cost of con
a Job awaits, to many disabled vet
nection between street mains and
erans. The Maine poppy shop will.
supply Vermont with poppies and will j
Properties to the property
owner.
also furnish part of Delaware's allot
Ought To Pass
ment. The poppies this year are
entirely different ln construction
Amending the laws relating to the
from those of other years.
taking of minnows, smelt and other
bait fish, white fish, cusk and suckA pamphlet entitled "Symposium. | ers
on Commercial Education, covering
Providing for an open season on
the Southern California Commercial
s<,uirrels from Qct 1 t0 Qct. 31
Teachers' Association, April and Oc- wUh a bag llmit of Iour a
tober meetings, 1932. edited by Robert
Amending the inheritance and
W. Messer of the John Marshall estale tax laws.
High School. Los Angeles,is interought r„ Pas9 ln Xew DraXt
esting Rockland friends
of Mr. Providing that salmon, trout and
Messer, a former resident, and the togue my be taken through the ice
grandson of the late Robert W. in Moosehead Lake from Feb. 1 to
Messer. The edition consists of a I April 55
compilation of addresses delivered at 1 Providing that any prisoner on apthe spring and fall conventions of 1 peal may be detained at the State
the association, touching upon the i prison.
Gregg System of shorthand, modExtending the charter of the Fryeem business letter writing, salesman- burg Village Corporation,
ship, accounting, advertising, etc.
Granting pension to Fred Witham
The booklet contains 80 pages and is of Washington, $12 to Lottie J. Jones
attractively made up. The careful 1 of Washington. $8 to Frank Cunning
editing by Mr. Messer has won many ham of Washington,
compliments, some of which have
Providing for deduction of seven
come from quite distant states.
1 days monthly from the minimum of
-----------------a State prison sentence for good beThe Castine Outboard
Club, havior. Emergency clause.
through its commodore, Thomas1 Providing that applications for paWallace. has initiated efforts to have role by State prison inmates shall be
competition for State outboards rec- made to the parole board instead of
ognized
at
approved
regattas the board of prison commissioners,
throughout Maine. The plan has
Reducing from $20 to $10 the bounty
been tried with 6ignal success in on bob-cat, loupcervier and Canada
other states. With their example in lynx.
mind. Mr. Wallace states that the
-----------------added incentive in racing will be re
ROCKPORT
flected in a generally higher level
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Shibles have
of speeds. This should produce in
creased interest. Because the es- moved to the John Gribbel house on
tablishment of state outboard rec- South street.
ords presents no difficulties of con- , A good sum was realized by the
sequence, and because the advan- Trytohelp Club from the cooked food
tages are so obvious, it is hoped that sale held Saturday afternoon at The
such records will be recognized this Studio Shop.
summer.
i Mrs. Louise Holbrook was hostess to j
----------------the Saturday Night Club at her home
The new magazine devoted to in- on Mechanic street.
terests of the Maine Nurses' Asso
Mrs. Ella Overlock went Sunday to
ciation and planned and edited by Hope for a visit at the home of Evermembers promises to be a practical s ett Payson.
aid to those devoted to the nursing
Mrj
c Dean<? spent Sunday
profession. The first publication will ,n Rockland
hw
be issued April 1. in Augusta, the Raiph wUson at the home of Mr. and
editorial staff being headed by Mrs. Mrs
Mrs wn.
Marion Fox Oakes. RN., of that SQn and ,nfant daughter LUHan
city. Representing the western dis- G!adys w,n return w Cnehaven t0.
trict and acting as associate editor, j day Tuesday
Mrs. Marion T. Gray of Woodfords.
Mr. and Mrs D. A. Whitmore and
will look after that section, and
daughter Lillian visited Mr. and Mrs.
others of the State editor’s staff will
be Mrs. Alice C. Hayward. Eastern j E C. St. Clair Saturday at Owl's
Head.
Maine General Hospital, Bangor, and
Jasper McKenney and family are
Miss Margaret Pearsons, Central
,
temporarily
occupying rooms at the
Maine Hospital, Lewiston.
________
home of his father. Charles McKen-

So much interest is being shown ney'
in the public open forums of the
Frank Priest has announced his
Knickerbockers that next Sunday's candidacy for the office of third select
meeting, 12 to 1. will be transferred man- Bert Gregory, the present in
to American Legion hall. William \ cum|bent, is also a candidate. It is
H. Deering, director of the budget in ‘ also understood that Arthur K.
Maine, will be the speaker and will Walker’ first selectman, and Albert
have for his subject "Present Finan- Rhodes, second, will be candidates for
cial Conditions.' It is a subject in re-election.
which everybody has a vital interest.
w- A- Paul who has been ill the
and' all men are invited. Last Sun-1 Past week is reported as improving,
day the Knickerbockers discussed
The Thursday evening prayer meet
the method of setting up the con ing at the Methodist Church will be
stitutional convention — a subject omitted this week owing to the last
with which Legislature is still quarterly conference of the year which
takes place Wednesday evening with
wrestling.
Rev. A. I. Oliver of the Augusta DisWill Rogers is to address the Bap- ■ trict presiding. This conference will '
tist Men's League Thursday night.' he preceded by a church-night supNot the mayor of Beverly Hills, to be
at 6-30sure, but the man who is called the
Town meeting ls the chief subject of
Will Rogers of Maine. His real conversation on the street at the presname is Les Merrithew and he hails ent time. The books for the past year
from Morrill. His style is droll and have been closed, showing a credit
humorous, and he has been heard ’ balance of over $900 A warrant of 68
with much pleasure by numerous articles has been prepared and at a
organizations in Knox County. It is meeting at Town hall Saturday evealso possible the committee may fur- 1 ning was submitted to the commitnish another entertainer who has tee of 12 citizens appointed to make
recommendations on same. It is anmade a decided hit hereabouts.
----------------j ticipated that a saving of $8000 or
Rockland Lodge, B.P.O.E . held its more will be made on the budget for
annual meeting lost night and elect- the coming year. Another meeting
ed these officers: Exalted ruler. Earl has been called for March 18 at 7.30
B. Barron; leading knight, Perley R p. m. at which all fnterested citizens
Timothy | are requested to be present. A dis
Damon;
loyal knight.
Vaughn; lecturing knight, Roy E cussion of the various articles will
Estes; secretary, Wallace E. Spear; take place, giving the voters an opportreasurer, Edward F. Berry, tiler, j tunity lo become thoroughly familiar
John H. McGrath; trustee for three with them before voting on March 20
years, W. H. Glendenning. Jr.; rep-----------------resentatives to grand lodge, W. H
People who feel the need of a d;cOlendenning, Jr. and Earl B. Bar- tator always vision him as dictating
jon
I to somebody else.—Mobile Register.

Many persons have asked me
about Howell Cullinan. who gives
the Boston Globe news flashes
al 8.20 a m. and 12.15 p. m.
Unfortunately my acquaintance
with this popular broadcaster Ls
limited to personal correspond
ence. but after much persuasion
he has yielded to my requests
for a portrait, and the above pic
ture shows him in front of his
beloved microphone.
It is a
profile view to be sure, but the
listener is now able to visualize

the man to whom he listens so
religiously on the houis above
mentioned.
An outline sketch of “Cully''

appeared in this column at the
time he entered upon his seventh
year of broadcasting service—
"never absent and never tardy.”
We like him because of the hu
man touch always to be found
in his broadcasts; because of the
note of sympathy which always
creeps in when his news is sad:
and because of the "laugh" which
is in his voice when there is a
humorous story which he tells so
well. So here's a continuation
of best wishes always bestowed

by “On My Set," and its great
host of readers. When he speaks
may the static always be less.

Representative
James
W.
Wadsworth, who broadcast from
a New York station Saturday
night was introduced as "already
bting considered for the Repub
lican presidential nomination in

1936."
I had scarcely expected to tune
in on a California station Satur
day night, but KNX of Holly
wood was in action as though
the southern part of the great
Pacific Coast State had not that

day been terrorized by earth
quakes. Castle Post, American
Legion was being ordered to re
port at Patriotic hall, and word
was being given out that all the
churches would be open except
at Long Beach, where the blight
ing effect of the temblor was

greatest.

News from Bo( ton and news
fiom Omaha. Neb., were coming
in on the same wavelength Sat
urday night and could both be dis
tinctly heard if one's ears were
"quick" enough.
The statio-s
were WEEI and WOW, and the
newspapers were the Boston
Globe and Omaha World.

It was Edith Barrett who was
seen in "East Lynn" at Lakewood
last season, and not Edith Byron,
as the types made it appear.

Cincinnati and Moscow are
showing the way to super power
in broadcasting, with each city
engaged in the construction of a
500,000-watt station. Russia al
ready has five stations of 100,000
watts, but the highest powered
ttation at present in North
America is the 75,000-watt trans
mitter of XER at Villa Aruna,
Mex.
Dr. John It. Brinkley,
American backer of XER, has in
dicated he is considering boosting
this power to 500,000 watts and al
ready has secured a permit to do
to from the Mexican Government.
In view of this American develop
ment the Russians, who are de
termined to head thc procession
in radio power, announce that
their next undertaking will be a
super station of 1,000,000 watts.

••• ••• •••
Sandy MacFarlane, interna
tionally famous Scotch enter
tainer on the air, has returned to
radio after an absence of several
months, and invites you to join
him on a mythical journey lo Ire
land, over WBZ from 7.30 to 8
Wednesday night.

RADIO
SERVICE & REPAIRS
ALL MAKES OF SETS

R. W. TYLER
PHONE 58-23

Stevens and Stanley Poland; weigher fie officer, Percy A. White defeat
of ice, A. Dwight Wotton; mothers'1 ing Herbert Morton. Other officers |
aid,, Lena Davis; building inspector, elected were:
J. L. Stevens; tax collector, John D. I School Committee —Mrs. Elizabeth
Mitchell.
Barton.
The appropriations, which are;
Treasurer—L. W. Sanborn.
about $3500 less than last year, were:
Town officers and incidentals, $1600 j Auditor—John Lowe.
Fire Chief—G. C. Peaslee.
Bridges. $185.
Fifty-fifty road, $50.
Road Commissioner — Warren J.
Snow account, $200.
Billings.
Patrolman, $250.
The election of a tax collector was
Street Lights, $408.
left with the selectmen.
Sidewalk, $30.
These appropriations were made:
Poor Relief, $2500.
Common schools, $6000.
Veterans' Aid, $8C0
High School. $3000.
Common Highway, $500.
Repairs on school buildings. $500.
Third Class Maintenance, $213.
Repairs on White schoolhouse.
Fire Department, $125
$400.
Interest, $350.
Town supplies, $200.
Library. $75.
Text
books. $300.
Schools, $4000,
Mothers' aid, $1080.
High School tuition, $500.
Dependent children. $435.
School Lights and Insurance, $175.
Support of poor. $3500.
School Physician, $40
Improvement of State aid road,
Public Health Nurse, $66.
$600.
Roads and bridges, $3000.
VINALHAVEN
Repair of Lane's Island bridge,
Leslie B. Dyer, as moaerator, $200.
handled yesterday's town meeting
Road patrol. $500.
with accustomed skill, and of course
Third class maintenance, $455.
there was no dissenting voice when
Memorial Day, $75.
it came to re-electing that veteran
Relief employment fund. $3500.
clerk. Owen P. Lyons.
The town voted for the same wage
Charles L. Boman had r.o opposi scale as the State uses.
tion as first selectman. Ernest Arey
From the school building fund
defeated David Duncan for second, now on deposit is to be taken $3187 to I
and Mrs. Margaret Chilles won over be used to reduce total assessment 1
George McDonald for third.
of taxes.
i
There was also a contest for traJ- | A vote of thanks was given the '

CAMDEN'
Text books and incidentals, $700.
Support of poor. $1500.
Nearly 1000 voters passed into the
Roads and bridges, $3000, plus
booths yesterday to indicate their
choice of town officers. The result amount received from excise tax.
was entirely satisfactory to the Re
Maintenance of State aid roads,
publicans who elected three of the $276.
five selectmen. The winners were:
Maintenance of third class roads,
A. V. Elmore, R., 490: Fred A. Pack $600.
ard, R. 469; Frank Blood, R„ 459;
Interest, $650.
Ernest Rice, D. 427: Charles T. Swan,
Miscellaneous, $800.
D„ 408
The defeated candidates Snow bills, $1000.
were William Bassick (who had 353 Care of Union Common. $50.
votes), Arthur Ames, A. O. Pillsbury, Memorial Day, $60.
Myrtle B. Harmon and George W.
School insurance. $50.
Dyer.
State aid road. $1066.
Adin L. Hopkins, R., was elected
Maintenance of Vose library, $100
moderator; John L. Tewksbury, D, Wage schedule: Men, oxen and
was re-elected clerk and auditor; J. horses. 25 cents an hour; trucks, $8
Hale Hodgman. R., was re-elected It was voted to discontinue the
treasurer, and George H. Thomas. R. three schools whose pupils are now
was elected to the school committee. attending the new building, and to
The big contest of the day was over sell the abandoned buildings.
tax collector. Frank P Alexander be The town will remain on standard
ing re-elected with a vote of 528, time.
against 338 for John J. Paul.
The motion to recommend 'that
Twenty-four representative citi the school committee employ only
zens were selected as budget commit- unmarried women teacners and
tee for the next town meeting. This I graduates of Normal Schools was
group headed by the five newly-1 voted down.
elected selectmen, comprised also
The total appropriations were
J. Hale Hodgman. Aaron Payson. $16,452. not including State and
Charles E. Lord, J. Crosby Hobbs, j county taxes. This is a reduction of
William Broadhead. Zelma M. Dwi- about $1950 from last year,
nal, C. W. Babb, T. J. French, Mrs.
_______
Ellie Chandler. Mrs. Dana Brown.
HOPE
Mrs. Louise Walker, Mrs. Gladys
Two
contests
for positions on the
' Young. J. T. Smythe, Harry Syl-,
tester, William Annis, Clifford Fel board of selectmen, assessors and
ton, Alex Daugherty and Arthur overseers of the poor furnished the
chief excitement. First place on the
Ames.
board went to M. H. Bowley without
These appropriations were made;
contest. Everett N. Hobbs, opposed
Roads and bridges, $20,000.
Breaking roads and snow removal, f°r second selectman won out in the
ratio of two to one, while H. E.
$3000
Hardy had a narrow victory for third
Support of poor. $8500.
Salaries and incidental expenses. selectman over C. H. Robbins.
Other town officers chosen were;
$10,500.
Moderator—M B Hobbs.
Common schools. $29,813.
Clerk
—Mrs. Ina Taylor.
Schoolhouse repairs. $650.
School committee—Mrs. Ethel
Electricity and water for schools,
and insurance on schoolhouses. Pearse.
Sexton—H. B. Coose.
$1900.
Tax Collector, Treasurer and Con
Industrial education. $1487.
Medical inspection in schools. $150. stable—R. O. Barrett.
The selectmen will act as road
Interest on town debt. $7500.
commissioners.
Town debt. $8000.
The year's budget comprises these
Fire department. $5200.
appropriations;
Hydrant service. $5300.
Common schools, $2600.
Street lighting. $3800.
Repairs on school building. $100.
Street sprinkling. $800
Support of poor. $1000.
Public library. $2000
Road patrol maintenance. $3C0.
Care of cemetery. $300.
Cutting bushes. $200
Memorial Day. $100.
Roads and bridges. $2000.
Repair and construction of sideSnow bills. $300.
walks. $1500.
'X •. Town
officers. $600
Mothers' Aid. $390.
Street lights. $100.
Protection of shade trees. $200.
Control of white pine blister rust, i Control of white pine blister rust.
$50.
$5C0
Snow fence, $100.
District nurse. $500.
Emergency repairs to firemen's i State aid road, $1066.
Outstanding notes. $1000.
hall. $641 39.
Town expenses. $175.
Maintenance of third class roads.
Third class road maintenance.
$479.
$450.
Care of town dump. $1000.
Increase in hydrant
rentals, j This wage scale was adopted; Men,
I $2.50 a day; teams and men, $5.
$31250.
trucks and drivers, $9.
Grove street sidewalk, $300.
Improvements to public beach,
$100.
I
CUSHING
Resurfacing Chestnut street. $2000.
The purse strings did not loosen
Maintenance of sewers. $1000.
easily yesterday, and the result was
Affirmative action was taken on a budget so greatly reduced that
the following articles:
there are already hints of a special
Construction of state highway,' town meeting to vote additional funds.
beginning at Lincolnville town line, These town officers were chosen;
and over State aid roads 1 and 2.
Moderator—Bert F. Oeyer.
Raising $34,900 by bond issue.
Clerk—William B Holder,
Discontinuance of the Russ road
Selectmen and Overseers of Poor—
from Hosmer Pond road to Rockport Silas E. Hyler, Dewey L. Maloney and
town line.
Fred A Robinson.
Acceptance of Terrace avenue' Assessors—Silas E. Hyler,, Nelson
from Rawson avenue to land of Fred F Spear and Fred A. Robinson.
T. Heal.
Treasurer—Bert F. Geyer.
Ratification of sale of pest house I School Committee—Silas E. Hyler,
property to Carleton Davis.
Dewey F. Maloney and Nelson F.
Electric lights on Blake and Spear.
Thomas streets.
Constables—Bert F. Geyer, W. B.
Construction of reinforced concrete Holder and Albert V Orff.
pavement on Mechanic street.
Road Commissioners — Nelson H.
Articles 26, 43, 48 and 53 were Young. A. H. Young and Samuel H
passed over.
Olsen.
The matters of resurfacing John
The appropriations were—Schools,
street and construction of concrete $2050; roads and bridges, $800; poor,
pavement on Harbor Hill were re $500; snow removal, $300; town offi
ferred to the town manager.
cers and incidentals, $900; repair ol
The matter of seeking a downward school building, $50; State aid patrol.
revision of the present water rates $470; maintenance of third class
'I was left to the selectmen.
roads, $199; cutting bushes, $100.
• • • •
This wage scale was fixed—Double
The total sum carried by the ap teams and man, $5; trucks and driver.
propriations is $117.857 89 as com $8; men, $2.50.
pared with $128,126.42 for the pre
FRIENDSHIP
vious year.
Several contests enlivened the an
nual town meeting session, which was
UNION
ably presided over by R. L. Thompson.
Thc veteran moderator Herbert R. R. Collamore was elected town
L. Grinnell was again at the helm clerk.
and town meeting was held with ac
Five candidates appeared in the
customed smoothness. It goes with field for selectmen and overseers of
out saying that the vc'.ers re-elected the poor, the winners being Riley
Clarence Leonard, the efficient town Bradford, Alfred H. Morton and
clerk.
Charles H. Stenger. Melvin Lawry
H. L. Grinnell, W. C. Perry and M. and L. B. Davis, members of last
R. Miller were elected selectmen, year's board failed of re-election.
assessors and overseers of poor, Mr.
The contest for road commissioner
Perry winning a one-sided contest called forth the largest vote, Levi P.
for second place over J. B. Blake. Noyes defeating B. A. Murphy and
The selectmen will also serve as road Albert W. Morton. John L. Stevens,
commissioners.
Roy Gould was fire warden for a number of years,
elected tax collector and Lawrence I. was defeated by Mertland Simmons.
Morton member of the school com
Other town officers elected were:
mittee.
Assessors, Riley Bradford, W. A. Brad
These appropriations were made: » ford and Alfred H. Morton; school
Common and High Schools. $4000. committee, Byron Burns; treasurer,
Repairs on schoolhouses, $300,
L. C. Morton; constables, John L.

WANTED
You to know, that during these
Bank Holidays we will accept your
EGGS in exchange for our
Grains, Flours and Feeds at
the same old low prices al
ways prevailing HERE. You are
always sure of More Value Here,
for Less Money. "More For Less"
1s our NEW DEAL to every Poultryman, Dairyman. Buyer and Feeder
of Grain & Feeds, in Southern
Maine, "More For Less" Egg Mash
at $1.38 and "More For Leas" 20%
Dairy Feed at $1.08 are the great
est values offered ln New England
Today that will cut your Feed Bills
ln line with 15c eggs and low priced
milk. Our Low Overhead, means
higher quality at lower prices. The
Farmers’ New Deal ls here. Nop
co XX Cod Liver Oil is used in all
our Chick Starters, Growing Feeds
and Egg Mashes. All Poultrymen
with Orade A Ratings know what
Nopco XX means. Its strength Is
four times as great as the Cheap
Oils, with far greater results. Con
vince yourself that our New Deal
is Just what you want to cut that
Old Feed Bill, and start today up
Prosperity Lane, along with Hun
dreds of Satisfied Customers, who
have found the "Promised New
Deal'' for them right here.
STOVER'S CASH GRAIN STORES
Distributors for Stover Feed Mfg.
Co.
£>n track at 86 Park St., Rockiand,
Maine

and all who have helped
in rejiej work.
North Haven was well represented
in 'lbe "gallery."

Patrcnaqc—and aim to render
courteous, intelligent
sales service.

w

SPECIALS -s=- MARCH 13 -18

BAKER'S

COCOA
v

BAKER'S PREMIUM

CHOCOLATE
NATION-WIDt

A Quality Product

Pkg.

Choict of Flavort

NATION-WIDE BRAND

WAFER SLICED BEEF

i Oz

Jan

SEEDED

RAISINS.....................................

15 Oz

Pkg.

AUNT JEMIMA

PANCAKE FLOUR

20
3 19
2
25
4 25
10
23
'/z Lb
Pk,

For Baking or Drinking

GELATINE DESSERTS

10'

■

A Low Price

■

Pk,

OH BOY: WHAT MINTS

SNOW CREAM MINTS

1 Lb

Three Flavor*

Bo«

LAST CHANCE I —While they last! — A pac age
of 4 Food Colorings with each Package

Nation-Wide

Coffee

SWANS DOWN

Cake Flour

A Real Drink
Pound

».23e
Make a Cake with St. Patrick
Frosting
Hera', your money'• worth in Tea

FRENCH'S
SALAD CREAMED

NATION-WIDE

MUSTARD

Orange Pekoe or Formosa Oolong

TEA

12

Jar

% Lb

25

SALE ON PROCTER & GAMBLE GOODS

CHIPSO.........................
fvic*

thtl latt

P & G SOAP

Special Large Size

CAMAY TOILET SOAP .

.

2 Lisv 27‘
6&19*
4 19‘
b.

THREE CROW

EPSOM SALTS .

.

*4 Lb
Carton

9*

SUNSHINE
HYDROX

FOR THE MEDICINE CABINET

Delicious

VICK'S VAPORUB . . .

Filled

VICK'S COUGH DROPS

Cookie

CreamChocolate

Sandwiches

BOTH
FOR

39

NATION-WIDE

Value

POUND

SERVICE

ROCKLAND DISTRICT

GROCERS

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 14, 1933

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

March 14-16— Annual State D. A. R.
Conference ln Portland
March 17—8t. Patrick's Day.
March 17 — Vinalhaven — The Island
Players present "What About Betty?"
March 17—13 to 9.30) Regular meet
ing of the Woman's Educational Club
at O A. R hall.
March 20—"Mlnlck" at High School
auditorium.
March 20—Washington town meeting
March 20—Rockport town meeting.
March 27—Thomaston town meeting. I
March 22—Budget campaign of Pratt
Memorial M E. Church.
March 27-30—Farm and Home Week at
Orono.
food fair at Masonic building.
April 18—Easter Sunday.
June 14-15—Orand Army and allied
bodies meet ln Bangor
June 25-30—Rotary International holds
Its world convention In Boston.

POLO

The community was greatly shocked |

Universalist Group, Bushnell The town of Rockport loses another yesterday to learn of the sudden death i
r'
i j
w/'ii
a
I old time resident In the death of AlCoached, W
Will
Appear fred 0 Young at South Eliot, March of Mrs. Liberate Paladino, who was a
11, at the age of 79 years. He was the victim of heart attack at her home
Next Monday

TOMORROW NIGHT

WALDOBORO

ROCKLAND
I vs.
WALDOBORO

MRS. LIBERALE PALADINO

ALFRED C. YOUNG

TO PRESENT ‘ MINICK'’

,

Preliminary Game 8 o'clock
ADMISSION 25 CENTS

In line with its policy of making
a vigorous attack on problems of the
day The Forty Club yesterday held a
lively open fonfin on Communism
WEATHER
with Cleveland Sleeper Jr., leading
The weather man was kind yes the discussion. .
terday to those town meeting bound,
granting a respite from the low tem
Thirteen wins out of 15 starts was
peratures and cold winds of the the record of the University of
weekend. It was 32 at noon yester Maine freshmen team during the
day, wind west, tempered by sun season's basketball. Francis Mc
shine. This morning a snowstorm, Alary of Rockland did fine work as
wind east, 8 o'clock temperature 30. one of the frosh regulars.
The forecast for tomorrow is prob
ably fair.
A grass fire at the head of Lime
rock street Sunday ls said to have
Lawrence F. Pike, son of Mr. and been caused by young Americans who
Mrs. E. W. Pike, has entered Boston were getting a field ready for baseball.
University.
Next week they may be borrowing
snow shovels for the same purpose.
The Thurston Oil Co. underwent
a reorganization yesterday, Mrs.
Albert A. Keene, formerly of Rock
Elizabeth R. Thurston being elected land, died March 7 in Hyde Park,
president.
Mass., aged 79. Services were held at
hls late residence, 1074 River street,
First pictures of the inauguration Thursday, and the remains were
will be shown at Strand Theatre brought to Thomaston for burial.
Friday and Saturday In the Para
mount news reel.
There is to be a debate at the High
School Friday evening at 7.30 between
The local automobile registration members of the local school and out
office will now accept checks mode of town schools. The subject will bj
payable to the Secretary of State, In a timely one. The debate will be
spector Levi Flint announces.
open to the public with no admission
------Pcharge.
The senior class of Union High L
School will present "And Mary Did i, An interesting political rumor
ln Union town hall, March 24, with , MyS that Justice Harry Manser of
11 students In the cast.
j the Superior Court will be elevated

last but one of a family of five chil
dren of Joseph and Julia (Kendall)
Young, the others being Judson
Young of Boston, Artemus and Almatia Gregory of Glencove and Aldentia Simonton of Rockland.
He spent hls young days on the
farm and for a time was employed In
Boston with his brother Judson in the
wholesale produce business. Return
ing to Glencove he engaged In farm
ing and teaming. He was much inter
ested in horses, poultry and cattle,
and kept the best. Hls many teams
of horses hauled limerock, in Rock
land and Rockport, and were the
envy of many a team-owner, espe
cially those In Rockport when he
hauled ice from the Lily Pond to the
ice houses and vessels at the wharves,
in the palmy days of the ice business.
No others could haul a larger load.
Poorly fed or poorly kept animals
never stood in his stable.
To engage more extensively In farmjng antj jje nearer to a large market
he moved in 1903 to Yarmouth, and
later to South Eliot, where he bought
a farm and engaged in dairy general
farming, In which he continued until
hls health prevented. His wife, who
was Cora Burrows of Rockville died
ln South Eliot. He was later married
to Mrs. PhiUips of Barnstead, N. H„
who survives him. He is also sur
vived by his brother Judson and a
daughter, Mrs Forest Leach and his
grandchildren, Raymond Andrews
and Helen Leach of South Eliot.
He was a great lover of children
and many of the middle generation at
Glencove well remember how he en
gaged in sports with them. The in
terment will be in South Eliot,
’
-----------------The Kiekapoo opened Penobscot
River to navigation Sunday breaking
the ice from Winterport to Bangor.
| The up-river folks gave her a warm
| welcome. The “Kick" is very popu’ lar up that way, as well as at Rock’ land. Yesterday she departed for
| Boston on official business.
ji
j

Monday night thc Universalis'
Church will present at the High
School auditorium, the play, “Minick,"
written by Edna Ferber and Oeorge
Kaufman. All seats are forty cents.
Exchange tickets are being sold by
members of the church and will be
checked at Chisholm’s store next Fri
day and Saturday afternoons,
Marshall Bradford will appeal In
the title rote of Minick, Mi'. Minick
is a delightful old man, a character
not unlike Gram, recently played by
Adelyn Bushnell, and it will be one
cf the finest performances Mr. Brad
ford has given in this vicinity. Miss
Bushnell will play his daughter-inlaw, Nettie; and Charles Hewett will
appear as Fred Minick. Grace Rol
lins, as a colored maid; Dr. Stratton
and Frank Tibbetts as the two old
men from the old men’s home;
Blanche Morton, Evelyn Peaslee. Mrs
George Welch and Hazel Marshall, as
the club ladles; and Isabel Kirkpatrick, as the grouchy maid, Annie, are
giving splendid performances. Ed
ward Veazie, Robert Gardner, Vada
Clukey i re excellent in straight roles
and a newcomer in local theatricals
Peggy Wishman, will establish herself
definitely by her very clever per
formance of Nettie's friend, Lll.

WITH THE BOWLERS
So. Thomaston 4, Wholesalers 1
South Thomaston took two falls
cut of three from the Wholesalers,
winning by 59 pins. Willis had high
single (112) and high total. The sum
mary:
South Thomaston—Brault, 273;
Ames, 284; Simmons, 288; Willis.
306; Carr, 293; total, 1444
Wholesalers—Meating, 278; Shute.
j 259; Glidden, 284; Hanson, 277; Fitz,

on Orient street.
The deceased was a daughter of]
Jeremiah and Mary (Hanrahan) Sul
llvan and was 55 years of age on her
last birthday, in November. She was j
married 23 years ago to Mr. Paladino. 1
who had been a resident of this coun- |
try since 1890. Their union was,
blessed by the arrival of two children, I
Mary and Liberate, Jr., both of whom
are prominent and) active in Rock
land High School.
Pride ln hcr family, devotion to it, I
and loyalty ito her church (St. Ber-!
nard's) were strongly featured in
Mrs. Paladino's career. Her kindness
to everybody, coupled with her sym
pathy for the afflicted also served to
endear her to friends.
Besides her husband and children.
Mrs. Paladino is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Mary (Sullivan) Mitchell
of Quincy, Mass.; and two brothers,
Jerc Sullivan of Dorchester, and Eu
gene Sullivan of Philadelphia. Mrs
Paladino's maiden name was Mar
garet E. Sullivan.
The funeral services will be held at
9 o'clock, Wednesday morning. Inter
ment in Thomaston.

to the Supreme Bench and that
The car stolen from Roy Rowling prank T Powers of Andr0SC3(rein
last week was located in Washington Q^ynty. close friend of Qov. Brann.
King Henry's Troubles
by Earl Boynton constable. It had
succeed Judge Man£er
With
the coming of spring crow
been stripped of its number plates,!
_____
are
more
in evidence and once more
but through the serial number Deputy.
Pait Grands and Ncble
Sheriff Ludwick was able to identify |
of Knox and Wall s Wonders were compelled Friit at the tax collector s office.
[Lincoln Counties meel3 tomorrow day night to go way back and occupy
the rear seat. Cummings, rolling
evening at Odd Fellows hall. Supper
Nell Huntley, formerly of Rock will be served by Miriam Rebekah three century strings in succession
land and now located in Providence, Lodge on arrival of guests. This was so far out In front that the other
starters almost got the distance flag
has formed a five-piece orchestra 1 will be the annual meeting.
The summary:
which is getting very favorable
The Three Crows—Horrocks, 519; I
mention.
The organization was
In accordance with Federal regu
scheduled to appear at the State lations Rockland banks will, in tilt Cummings, 581; Mason, 513; total.
1613.
Theatre in Providence last night.
immediate future send to WaslUngton
Wall's Wonders — Jordan, 498;
for publication the names of local I
At the Strand Theatre Wednesday
to have wilhdrawl Snow, 524; Wall. 529; total, 1551.
• • • •
and Thursday Euger.e O'Neil's | sums
or
cerUficaUr Sueh
At the Recreation alley last night
"Strange Interlude." with Norma 1 money should be returned at once to
Shearer and Clark Gable. This play avoid listing as a hoarder.
South Thomaston took four of the
was ewarded the prize for 1929. This ,
five points from the Texacos.
film retains "asides" of the original , The Auxiliary of the Sons of Union
play. It is considered a new step in ' Veterans meets tomorrow evening,
LIBERTY
the talkies.
i In the afternoon there will b.‘ a
John Ouistin, who has taken the
initiative in attempting to secure a
commemorative stamp in honor of
Gen. Henry Knox, has already re
ceived a reply from Senator White
indicating that he will make another
try for the memorial and that he has
already taken the matter up with
the Postmaster General.

I card party Mrs. Mary Jordan and
Mrs. Mae Reed in charge. Circle
supper at 6. This meeting will ob5 serve the 20th anniversary of the
Auxiliary, and past presidents will
fill the chairs.
Mr. and Mrs Isidor Gordon re
turned Friday from a trip to Wash
ington where they witnessed the In
auguration. On their return they
visited in New York city for a few
days, also in Boston They were ac
ccxnpanied home by Anna L. Gordon
who has been visiting in Boston and
in New York city.

At the First Baptist Church Sun
day, the large bouquet of flowers at
Lhe left of the pulpit was given by
Mrs. Frank Reach in memory of her
father, the late Samuel E. Martin
of North Adams, Mass. The bouquet
of evergreen and pussy-willows at
When Austin W. Smith hung up hls
the foot of the pulpit was provided
Overcoat at the W. H Glover Co.'s
by the floral committee.
office yesterday morning, there was a
The meeting of Golden Rod Chap- reminiscent look on hls genial feater Friday night was well attended, 4 tures- 11 was ^e beginning of his
200 persons partaking of the supper l47th year with that well known con
in charge of Mrs. Grace Veazie and cern, which he serves so faithfully.
Mrs. Mary Ladd. There were visit The day's affairs at The Brook would
ors from Grace Chapter, Thomas hot be complete without Austin.
ton. New officers occupied the chairs
Charged with attempting to break
for the first time. After disposal of
business matters, a short entertain into the store of George A. Tarr at
the Southend. Charles McKinney
ment was presented, featuring Mrs.
Evelyn Orcutt and Mrs. Hazel At.i»« Saturday bound over to the May
leinu of Superior Court. McKinney
wood in vocal solos, with Mrs. Amy
who has been in Rockland only a
Tripp at the piano.
short time offered the unique de
Edwin Libby Relief Corps met fense that he saw a glare in the
Thursday night, with circle supper window, and was investigating a pos
in charge of Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham, sible fire when Patrolman Christof
mL. Etta Covel and) Mrs. Clara Per ferson arrested him.
nald. A patriotic program was pre
The Rockland High School girls'
sented by Mrs. Nellie Higgins, patri
basketball
team is scheduled to play
otic instructor, and participated in
by Mrs. Eliza Plummer, Mrs. Julia Gardiner High Friday in the third
Huntley, Mrs. Clara Fernald and annual girls' basketball tournament
Mrs. Ida Huntley. Mrs. Velma at Livermore Falls. The ether com
Marsh and Mrs. Nellie Higgins read peting teams will be Oxford High.
poems. The circle supper Thursday Williams High, Mexico High, Liverevening will be in charge of Mrs. ftiore High, Lawrence High and
Riah Knight and Mrs. Carolyn Calais Acadamy, with Lawrence and
Calais looked upon as favorites. Al!
Stewart.
that Rockland asks is that "Smilin'
Word has been received of the Bill’s" girls do the beet of which
death Friday of Mrs. H. H. McIn they are capable.
tyre (Mildred Gray) at her home
ln Newark, N. J., after a long period
Motorists in the Chickawaukie Lake
of illness. Mrs. McIntyre while a section last night were mystified by
resident of Rockland formed a large the appearance of many lights about
circle of friends. Mr. McIntyre was the surface and unwonted nocturnal
Investigation disclosed a
employed by the Central Maine Rail noises.
road Company, removing from Rock large crew engaged In filling the huge
land about five years ago. Funeral McLoon ice houses and piling up a
X Icy mass beyond. This emerservices 'were held Sunday afternoon
cutting and storing was made
at the home of Mrs. McIntyre’s
mother, Mrs. Edwin Hatch, Belfast. necessary by the failure of the usual
Other survivors are five children, Ice crop to appear at the Engine
Bernard, Shirley, Herbert, Sterling Quarry where the McLoon's ordinarily
moke their winter harvest..
and Janet.
I
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GET

IN

YOUR RADIO

Model 371

19 V
Price, complete with Majostic
Matched Tubes and I ederal
tax paid-

is tiie greatest value ever offered in radio! Full-pentode
amplification—Spray-Shield Tubes—the new Seven-Prong

here

Tube—Majestic’s famous superheterodyne circuit and full

dynamic speaker assure remarkable tone, volume, selectivity
and sensitivity. See and hear this amazing Majestic! Small

down payment and special easy terms!

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
AT THE BROOK

442 MAIN STREET

stant care which she exercised over |
•
ST. GEORGE ROAD
him, was but one of the many traits
_____
for which she will be so tenderly re
This winter has been very mild, but
membered.
still it is good to know that spring is
Mrs. Spear is survived by a brother
MRS. MARTHA SPEAR
George H. Ulmer, and a sister, Mrs. j
Mrs. H. Autio has been ill and conAnna M. Seavey.
Mrs. Martha D. Spear died March
______ _
I fined to her bed.
NflRTU H AVPM
i W Orne of
* “>•
7 at her home on upper Pleasant
lvvji\ i n ri?A v c-iv
it js hoped yje
ones will all
street, aged 81 years. She had been
Bowes & Crozier, undertakers of goon recover and be able to enjoy the
failing for some months, but her
have recently opened a lovely fipnnK
^nd .
final Illness confined her to her bed Rcckiand.
branch at North Haven. The firm Wednesday there will be services in
only four days.
The funeral services were held last was very fortunate in securing thc the Finnish Church. The speakers/
Rcvs Mr
Mrs Avlkalncn
Friday. Rev. G. H. Welch officiating. services of Herman Crockett as as- wU1
The bearers were Eugene F. Lyddie. slstant and general manager. Mr. Of west Paris. Mr. and Mrs. John
Colby Moore. James T. Cates and Crockett Is a life long resident of Pulkkinen at Livermore Falls will also
James S Derby. The interment was North Haven and needs no intro- speak. Rev. Mr. Avikainen recently
in Achorn cemetery.
! duction to the people of the Island j returned from Finland so he will have
Mrs. Spear was born and always and has had some years of valuable many interesting things to tell,
lived In the community where death experience along that line of work.
a service will be held Thursday at
occurred. She was a daughter ol! Mrs. Crockett will be associated with the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. SuEphraim and Adelphus (Dean) Ul- Mr. Crockett as lady attendant and j hor.en of Waldoboro. Also Friday
mer, and the widow of William N. her services are available when re there will be a meeting at some ap
Spear, who 45 years ago lost both quested. All cases ehtrusted to their pointed place. Our visitors will be
arms in a quarry accident, and who care will have the personal attend-| present, and everyone is invited to
died 15 years ago. Her devotion to ance of a licensed embalmer.—adv.
attend. Sunday there will be a servher crippled husband, and the con- j
31 and 43 ice at the Long Cove schoolhouse, and

March 23 at the home of Rev. and
Mrs. Alex Ralta; on the 26th in the
Finnish Church on st °™rKe rood'
A cordial invitation is extended to
everyone.
Mis. Pikkarainen of Finntown has
been ill. Htr daughter Mrs. Walter
Anderson Is caring for her at the
latter's home.
A sale of pies, cakes, candies and
fruits will be held March 30 in the
Finnish Church. AU are asked to at
tend and to take with them some
thing for this sale.

AM
Since 1840 this firm has falthft<’i»
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450-711-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

The Sewing Circle will meet March
21 with Mrs. L. L. Gilman.
At the town meeting March 6.
these officers were elected: Modera
tor, C. H. Wellington; clerk, J. P
Sanford,; selectmen, Arthur Qoynton. William Cole, A. A. Sprague;
read commissioners, I. C. Hannon.
Neal Skidmore, Jessie Rhodes; school
committee, Willard Whlttlker; tax
collector, W. Whittiker; treasurer,!
James Burkill. W. J. Greeley who
had net missed a town meeting for
50 years was unable to attend this
year. Many visitors were presentj
from other towns. The ladles of the
O.ES. served the usual dinner.
BORN
VINAL—At Thomaston. March 11. to Mr
and Mrs. William Vinal. a son. Ed
ward William.
CRUTE—At Cushing. March 13. to Mr
snd Mrs Frank Crute. a daughter
Dorothy Ada, weight ten pounds.
CHASE — At Huntley's maternity home,
Rockland. March 13, to Mr. and Mrs
Erwin Chase (Irene Eaton), a son.
Erwin Francis, weight 10 pounds.
DIED
ROBERTS—At Worcester, Mass , March
10. Flora (Rolfe,, widow of George
Roberts formerly of Vinalhaven.
KEENE—At Hyde Park. Mass . March 7.
Albert A Keene, aged 79 years. In
terment ln Thomaston.
LAWSON—At Boston. March 9. Bertha
(Ainsworth), wile of Joseph Lawson
of Lexington. Mass., and formerly of
Rockland, aged 56 years.
FEYLER -At Chelsea. Mass. March 12.
Leslie I. Feyler, aged 50 years. 10
months. 4 days Private services and
Interment ln Thomaston. Please omit
flowers
BRASIER—At Thomaston. March 11.
Carl P. Brasier, aged 33 years. 3
months. 10 days. Funeral Tuesday at
2 o'clock from the home on Elliot
street.
GOULD—At Rockland. March 12. Edwin
W. Gould, aged 78 years, 9 months. 13
davs. Funeraf Tuesday at 2 o'clock
from late residence. 22 School street.
PALADINO—At Rockland. March 12.
Margaret Ellen, wife of Llberale Pala
dino, aged 55 years, 4 months, 8 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 9 o'clock from
St. Bernard's Church.

A large packing case is exhibited on a raised plat
form. A young woman climbs into the box. Head,
hands and feet protrude, and are held by specta
tors while the magician lakes a crosscut saw and,
with the help of an assistant, saws through the
center of the box and apparently through the wo
man.

EXPLANATION:

I
I

There are many explanations for this illusion. One
method of performing this illusion requires the
presence of two girls in the box. One girl curls up
in the left half of the box with her head and hands
protruding, giving the effect you see illustrated
above. The other girl is doubled up in the right
half of the box, with only her feet showing. Nobody

Cigarette advertising, too, has its tricks.

selves. Quality is by far thc most important.

Consider thc illusion that “Flavor” can be

Domestic cigarette tobaccos vary in price

achieved by some kind of magical hocus*

from 51* a pound up to 4()<‘ a pound. Imported

is sawed in half.

pocus in manufacturing.

tobaccos vary from 50-* a pound to $1.15.

j
j
j

EXPLANATION: Just three factors control

No wonder, then, that cigarettes differ in

thc flavor of a cigarette. Thc addition of arti*

taste—since distinctive, pleasing flavor de

ficial flavoring. Thc blending of various to

pends so largely upon thc blending of the cost

baccos. And thc quality of thc tobaccos them-

lier tobaccos.

1

It is a fact, well known by leaf
tobacco experts, that Camels
are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
tobaccos than any other popular brand.

IN MEMORIAM
March 15
1863 Fred H Speed 1932
In loving memories
Leila M. Speed
Inez M Green, sister
A. Edith Folsom, sister

Try Camels. Give your taste a chance to sense

the subtle difference that lies in costlier to

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our dear son and
brother George P. Wotton, who died
March 13. 1927.
What would we give to clasp hls
hand.
His happy face to see.
To hear his voice and see hls smile
That meant so much to me.
Sunshine passes, shadows fall,
Love’s remembrance outlives all
And though the years be many or
few
They are filled with memories, dear i
of you.
Mother. Father. Sisters and Brothers.

____________

s fun to be fooled
..it’s more fun to KNOW

•,

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our appreciation
of the thoughtful acts of kindness and
courtesy shown us by our many friends
and the citizens of the town of St.
George, during our recent bereavement
•
Mrs. Levi B. Torrey and family.

baccos

. a difference that means all thc

world in smoking pleasure ... in pure, un

alloyed satisfaction.

..JUST COSTLIER

TOBACCOS
match less

Blend

JAe MAY DAY
, MYSTERY
|p Bi|. Octavus Roq Cohere
fcwtt/IS

L, Oibrut

F.very-O’her-Day
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■Reagan relaxed ns the story fin cept "the forty tSoilurs which he
ished. He glanced at the prodi keeps for himself.”
"Did Thayer usually pay you.
gious detective to see what effect It
had made. Hanvey wns lying buck when he ordered the whisky or only
ln hls chair with eyes half closed, after the boys paid him?"
"After the fellers they pay him.
apparently oblivious to everything.
You see. it is for them and so he
And when he spoke It was in
a casual—almost disinterested- should not pay me until he get the
money off them.”
voice; and about Romething else.
“And when lie died, Mike—did he
"Who did you like best, Mikeowe you anything?"
Vernon or Thayer?"
"No, sir. Meester Thayer, he did
Carmlclno did not hesitate.
not owe me one cenL"
"Meester Thayer, sir. 1 like him
“Good." Hanvey hoisted himself
most best.’*
to bis feet, and nodded to the Jan
"Why?"
itor. “That'll be all. Mike."
The swarthy face turned brick
“You do not ask me no more
red. but the man did not evnde.
“I like Meester Thayer hest, sir. questions?"
“Nope. Nothing else. I'm much
because I feel like him and me. we
obliged for everything."
are partners.”
"Thank you. sir."
“Huh? Wliat you mean; Part
Reagan led the way Into the hall
ners?"
"I mean ... I do not like to and thence upstairs to the main
floor.
say this, sir, because you are po“What now, Hanvey? Would you
licemen, but I promise to tell the
like to see Max Vernon’s room?"
truth, Meester Thayer and me. we
do much business with each other."
"You’ve searched It, haven't
you?"
“What sort of business?"
“Yes."
"Whisky."
"Find anything?"
Reagan sat up very straight This
"Not a thing. But I thought—"
was something entirely new to him.
"My Gosh! you're a thorough
“Tou menn." asked Jim, "that
bird. Well, let s go. But Lordy!
Thayer was a bootlegger?"
Carmicino made a gesture of hor how 1 hate those steps."
Hanvey panted to the top floor
ror.
"Oh no, sir. Meester Thayer, he and Reagan conducted him into a
Is one fine feller. He only get the small but handsomely furnished
orders and 1 buy the whisky for room, resplendent with pennants,
him. It is me which are the boot pillows, tennis rackets and numer
legger." He paused for a moment ous lithographs depleting pulchri
In obvious embarrassment and then tudinous damsels iu various condi
made a further explanation. “Rut tions of deshabille.
I am not common bootlegger, Mr.
But despite the markedly collegl
Hanvey. I get whisky only for tbe ate tone, there was more than a
college fellers, and always I am hint of taste ln the general arrange
careful that It is good stuff."
ment. In a corner was a delicate
Jim Hanvey appeared to be ab statuette perched on a teakwood
sorbed in the mechanism of his pat- tabouret. And over the mantel wns
a collection of curious weapons; A
fencing foil, a broadsword, a Ma
lay kris, an Arab scimitar, a rusty
revolver of Civil war days, a Phil
wr
ippine bolo, a bow and arrow of
genuine Indian origin. Hanvey
glanced at them, and then at the
arrangement of the room. *
It was cozy, ln a youthful, happygo-lucky sort of way. Hanvey cas
ually opened the dresser drawers
and rummaged indifferently through
the masses of expensive linen. He
opened the door of the hanging
closet and exclaimed over the mul
titude of tailored suits disclosed.
"Vernon sure must be a snappy
dresser. John."
"Looked that way to me." an
swered Rengao enviously. “1 al
ways did wish I could afford them
kind of clothes. I'll bet there ain't
a suit In yonder that cost less'n a
hundred bucks."
Hanvey sank Into a chair and
lighted a cigar. “Ain't It tough
to think of a kid like Vernon hav
ing It easy like he did and then get
"Are You a Regular Bootlegger,
ting mixed up In a nasty mess like
Mike?"
i this?"
“You tell ’em, Jim. That's one
ent toothpick. His eyes were fo
cussed ou that device when be | reason I was glad to get you on
[ the case. They're a nice sort, these
spoke again to Carmicino.
“Are you a regular bootlegger, kids. I didn't used to think so. I
thought they were a bunch of crazy
Mlker
"Uh, no, sir. 1 would not do noth high-hats, but, by golly! they ain't,
ing like that—only for the college j 1 haven't met a one who didn't
fellers." The Janitor's eyes flashed strike me that he'd be a real guy
to Reagan's stern face. “I hope I If he wasn't so^dara' educated."
Hanvey moved his head labordo not get to Jail because 1 tell you
i lously toward the mantel.
that, sir."
“What's all the military equip
"You won’t," promised Hanvey.
"Will he, Reagan?"
ment?" he asked, referring to the
knives and swords on the wall.
“Whatever you say, Clilef."
Hanvey pursued hls Inquiry.
“I asked about that," said Rea
"How was this liquor thing worked. gan. "It seems Vernon has travHike?"
| eled a good deal and he'g sort of
“It was theesaway. Meester Han collected these things. That funny
vey : Always sometimes the boys give looking one is from where the Maa party which the faculty they do not j lays live. I think they call It a
understand about, so they want kris. And that one over the clock
liquor. Meester Thayer, he says he is a bolo, or whatever It ls the
knows where he can get real stuff Filipinos use. Vernon wag a nut
which has never been cut. So they about 'em."
“Funny hunch. . . . Bui at that
give him the money and he orders
1 guess it's more sensible than col
It from mo."
“I see. . , . And you and he lecting stamps or art things.” He
would split the difference, eh?"
"Yes, sir. For real thing, the fel
lers they pay me one hundred dol
lars a case. I pay for tt sixty dol
lars a case, and Meester Thayer he
take twenty dollars and I take
twenty dollars."
“Then you were close friends,
ehr
"Oh, no, sir. Meester Thayer, he
Tired Every Morning—Lydia
Is ver’ fine gentleman and he would
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
not be friends with no Janitor."
pound Helped Her to Sleep
"I see. ... He certainly was
a fine gentleman. Mike—no mistake
about that. Thayer and Vernon
were pretty good friends, weren't
they? Did you ever hear them quar
rel?”
“No, sir. Not one time even."
“They used to play cards a good
deal, didn't they?"
"Maybe so—maybe not. I think
maybe so."
"Vernon never mixed up in this
liquor business, did he?”
“ I could not get a good night’s sleep
“No. sir. Just Mr. Thayer."
for over twelve months. Every morn
"Hmm! What was the last time
ing I was very tired. Since I took thc
Vegetable Compound, I sleep much
you bought liquor for him?"
better, and get through my work more
"Let uie see . . . about one week
easily. 1 nm sixty-one years old and I
ago, sir. It was a nice party. They
look after a sixteen room rooming
wanted two cases."
house beside doing the cooking fot my
"Two hundred dollars' worth?”
self and husband.”—Mrs. A. Halliwell, 517So.Mairi St.,Fall River,Mass.
"Yes, sir,"
"Old you get it?"
If you are restless and nervous, take
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
"Oh, yes, sir."
pound. It quiets the nerves and brings
"Did Thayer pay for it?”
back (sound, refreshing sleep.
gwjty uuJLUh sir, all ex

bTinked. “You've looked all through
the room. John?"
"Everywhere. I’m sure 1 didn't
miss a thing."
“You never can tell. . . .Just
to make sure, though, we’ll make
one more search."
Reagan started with the dresser.
He rummaged through the drawers
and Into every corner. He Inspect
ed every ornament and spot of dust
on the mantel. He looked behind
pennants and pictures which were
tacked on the wall.
He opened the door of the hang
ing closet, where he commenced a
systematic search Into every pocket
of every suit of clothes.
It was a tedious Job and Reagan
—glancing occasionally Into the
room—was quite sure that Han
vey's suggestion for a new search
had not been entirely without ul
terior motives.
The prodigious body was settled
snugly Into the big chair; the pudgy
hands were folded contentedly
across the massive mezzanine and
Jim Hanvey was—nr far as the
naked eye could discern—sleeping
superbly.
Sleeping I Or was he? The long
er Reagan was with Hanvey the
less he understood the big man. At
times he appeared to be obtuse, at
times brilliant—and at times Just
plain dumb. Reagan returned tn
his task. If Hanvey wanted a
search he'd darn well get one. Rea
gan had been over every Inch of
the ground before . . , but he
was determined to do this tob
as thoroughly as he had the first
Aud then the silence of tbe room
was shattered by a sharp cry from
tbe closet.
Hanvey's eyes uncurtained slow
ly. but he exhibited no other exciterneut—even when Reagan len|>ed
Into the room holding something
gingerly between bis thumb and
forefinger.
"Good G—d. Chief—look here."
Jiiu eyed the trophy curiously.
"Dog-gone . . . It's a knife.
And there's blood on It too.
Where'd you flnd It, John?"
"In the corner of tbe closet On
the floor. 1—1 don’t understand,
Jim—because I looked there day be
fore yesterday. ..." He was more
excited than he cared to show.
“But we've got something here,
Clilef—no matter if I did overlook
it before. With tills. It ought to be
plain sailing."
“How come. John?"
"Because,” suap|>ed Reagan tri
umphantly—"that Is tbe knife that
killed Thayer, and Chief—Tve got
another idea."
"Good for you. John. What is it?”
Reagan stepped swiftly to the
mantel. He designated a spot on
the wall where the papering was a
lighter color.
"L'nless I'm all wrong, Hanvey,"
he said—“this knife belongs right
in thut spot. And If it does—there
ain't much question but that Max
Vernon is the uinn who used it"
(To Be Cortinuedi

House Boat Colony
Makes Life Holiday
Monroe. La.—Life is Just one
long holiday for a hundred Red
colonists who have banded In
house boats on the Oulchlta riv
er here to sit out the depression.
They have found Utopia In al
most the true sense. There are
fourteen boats, each comfortably
equipped with a bed or two. some
chairs, a stqye and a few dishes.
They spend their days fishing.
There Is no social caste, no un
employment. There are flsh
enough for all.
i “They are the happiest people
in the world." declares Mrs. C
W. Perkins. Jr., of the Monroe
unemployment relief bureau,
after she Inspected the settle
ment.
Fish are tbe food supply, and
fish are the basis of the system
of barter. They are neighborly
folk. Visitors from town are al
ways welcome.

OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE

COULD NOT GET
A NIGHT’S REST

HOW OLD ARE YOU?

Bessie was asked how old she
was and although she is a little
girl she took her crayon and went
to her blackboard and drew the
right number on it in a large
plain hand. If you want to see
what she is writing, take your
pencil and join all the numbered
together, starting with dot num
ber one and ending with dot
number twenty-five.

1 raveling Around America
IE manifold problems of the ma
chine age, which have brought
universal unemployment In their
wake, are almost completely un
known in one part of the world. It
Is a section of the globe in which
machines do not ar.d may never re
place man-power, and in which man
power is in no frantic hurry to ex
haust itself completely to the dubious
blessings of mass production.
This utopia of the technocrats is
not to be found only in the remotest
mountains of he distant East, but in
our amiable little neighbors to the
South, under the Southern Cross.
Central America, visited in the week
ly cruises between New York and
California by way of the Panama
Canal, holds to the customs and ways
of an older time, and finds them
much to its liking.
In Guatemala villages and rural
sections, no huge white milk trucks
go thundering through the streets
and roads with cans and bottles
Jouncing and rattling. Instead, the
aative venders of leche go from house
to house with their supply of ftwsll
milk on their backs. Their "trucks '
are unique carry-alls of woven hemp,
usually featured in pretty designs
and colors The venders ring no bells
nor do they honk horns to make tin r
presence known — ’hey cry their
wares in musical cadences, which lit
into the scene of leisure and peace
Although they live in a land of ma
terial plenty, where the weather is
always kind, the natives are lively
and industrious. They occupy them
selves in the making of gay scarves
and serapes which American trav
elers eagerly buy as souvenirs, and
in fashioning pottery in the color
and designs of the ancient Mayas ln
the making of their wares they em
ploy , no modern machines, whic
would do the work a 11 ndred tim.
faster, but i Hr . » •
,-.nJ loo:and potters i
-i-estor
tried and te

T

NICARAGUA HAS NEW
RAIL LINE TO SEA
Outlet for Products From
Mountainous Interior.
Washington.—With the opening
of a 17-mlle railroad between San
Jorge, on Lake Nicaragua, and San
Juan del Sur, on the -Pacific ocean,
Nicaragua now has a second rail
outlet to the. sea for coffee, cattle,
sugar, and other products raised In
Its mountainous interior.
“The new line pierces the Conti
nental divide at one of Its lowest
points and cuts diagonally across
the route of the projiosed Nlcaraguan canal." says a bulletin from
the National Geographic society.
"At Its narrowest point this strip
of land between I .ake Nicaragua
and the Pacific is about 14 miles
wide. The railway parallels tbe
route of a stage-coach line that to
1849 carried hundreds of prospec
tors to the California gold rush.
“Nicaragua also has come into
world news lately with the gradual
withdrawal of forces of American
marines, who have been maintain
ing law and order in the former rev
olution-torn nation.
"Nicaragua ls the largest of the
Central American republics and
many acclaim it the most beautiful.
It has vast forests of precious
woods, untold resources of valuable
minerals and soli so fertile that It
has been said, Tf yon tickle the
ground with a hoe It smiles back
with a yam.'
“After a century of almost per
petual civil war Nicaragua has set
tled down to comparative peace In
recent years and already has be
gun to reap the dividends In amaz
ing progress toward prosperity.
Hat Lacked Atlantic Doorway.
"The country has about the same
area as New York state, but Its
total population Is only a little
larger than that of Pittsburgh, Pa.
It has two mountain ridges which
nearly lneloae the 'Great Lakes of
Central America.' Lakes Nicaragua
and Managua. There ia also an
other railway line connecting Its
three chief cities—Managua, the
capital. Leon and Granada—with
the Pacific port of Corlnto.
"A glance at a Central America
map tells the story of Nicaragua's
backwardness ln bygone days. Costa
Rica, to the south, and Honduras,
to the north, are accessible from the
Atlantic ocean; all of Nicaragua's
Important cities are near the Pa
cific. although they stand nn the
long Atlantic watershed.- At the
foot of the mountains lie her lakes,
but she presents to the Caribbean
a very unprepossessing 'back yard,’
with the world's worst real estate
designation, the Mosquito coast.
“Today, with Los Angeles. San
Francisco and Seattle to tnp her
markets, Nicaragua's Pacific front
age Is a blessing. But yestprda.v.
when the Atlantie ports of North
America and Europe were doing the
world's shipping, she was severely
handicapped.
Named for Indians.
"Curiously, too. her Mosquito
coast was appropriately named by
error. The appellation was not in
tended for the Insect, which abounds
there, but Is a corruption of the
name of the 6,000 Indians, the Misskltos, whose descendants make up
most of the population of the re
gion.
"The country's northernmost Ca
ribbean headland, Cape Gracias a
Dios, Is a headline of geography.
Columbus explored the Central
American coast on his last voyage
and, cruising east from Cape Hon
duras, was compelled to take shel
ter from a storm at a point where
the coast abruptly turns to the
south. He named the cape Thanks
to God’ and took possession of the
[ co'titry for Spain.
"That was In 1502. A century be
fore the Mayflower touched at Ply
mouth Rock, the Spaniards were
established along the lake region In

STEAMSHIPS SLOWLY
GIVE UP TO MOTORS

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

/

«r«.
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"Tar western 'Nicaragua, despite un
welcome volcanic outbursts. The
most sensational single eruption,
however, occurred within a century
from our day—when Cosequina blew
off Its head In 1835. For days a
black pall obscured the sun. dust
blanketed the fields and forests,
and animals died by the thousands,
succumbing to thirst and hunger.
“At the foot of Mount Masaya Is
a lake of that name, and near the
lake Is the little town of Masaya.
Were It not so remote one might
suspect the writer of a once popular
American song had stolen the cry
of the women fruit venders who
drone:
'I have oranges, papayas. Jocotes.
Melons of water, of gold, and
zapotes.
Will you buy?’

“But Nicaragua also has bananas
—she exports between a million and
two million dollars' worth yearly.
Only one other crop nets her more.
It ts coffee."

St. Louis Zoo Has Four
Nice Buffalo for Sale
St. Louis.—Unless the SL Louis
zoo officials find buyers for four
buffalo they want to sell for $75
each the zoo workers are Agoing to
hare a feast on buffalo meat Offi
cials said that the zoo ls overstocked
with buffalo and If they can't sell
the animals they will be slaugh
tered and a banquet tendered the
workers.

Famous Old Mines Are
Reopened in Wyoming
Saratoga, Wyo.—Operations have
been resumed at the Alma and
Meta mines in the Sierra Madre
range, southwest of Saratoga, after
many years' idleness. The mines
were the flrst patented claims in
the region, but liad not l>een worked
for nearly 30 years until last spring,
when they were leased by O. G.
Johnson, a veteran miner. A car
load of ore whlrh ran largely to
lend content, hut which also as
sayed some gold and silver, was
shipped recently to a Utah smelter.

Pussy Walks 21 Miles
for a Chicken Dinner
Luray. Va.—A Luray resident de
cided to get rid of h's cat when it
developed gastronomic fondness
for chickens.
Shunning the sack and stone
, method of disposal, he took the eat
In hls automobile 21 miles across
the mountains, and left It.
Forty-eight hours later the eat
came back, tired, hungry—and
! looking for more chickens.

MANGER

Washington.—“The Decline and
Fall of American Shipping” might
well be the secondary title for a
volume Just Issued by the bureau of
navigation and steamboat Inspec
tion of the Department of Com
merce which traces the entire ship
ping Industry from 1787 to 1032.
The rapid Increase In sailing ves
sels and their decline, giving way
to similar Increase and decline In
-the number of steam vessels which
are now giving way gradually to
motor vessels, Is a picturesque fea
ture of the book.
Half-Milllon-Ton 8tart.
When Washington became Presi
dent there were fewer than a halfmillion tons of merchant sailing
vessels flying the American fig.
When Robert Fulton sent hls Cler
mont flying up the Hudson by steam
power ln 1807 at an astounding
speed which almost any boy today
can duplicate od a velocipede, these '
half-million tons had Increased to |
one and a quarter million. Then
began In earnest the conflict be
tween sail and steam, but sail held
Its owd so that when the war with
Mexico broke out Id 1840-1847 sail
ing tonnage under the American
flag was nearly two and a half mil
lion tons, or six times the steam
total.
The clipper ship reached Its
proud peak lu the '50s, when sail
ing tonnage afloat reached four and
a half million tons, compared to
three-quarters of a million steam
tons.
The sailing ship began facing Its
defeat In earnest as the southern
states yielded at Appomattox, and
from then ou the supremacy of sail
over steam was definitely over.
The flrst commercial motor ves
sels appeared ln 1893. the Aztec, and
the Richard K. Fox. There are 12,000 today, but they are so small they
do not increase the total tonnage.
Sailing Tonnage Drops.
When the World war began, the
sailing tonnage had dropped to one
and a quarter million tons, Its sta
tus lu 1807, with steam tonnage up
to seven million tons. New ships
authorized by congress during the
war period doubled the steam ton
nage, while sailing ships and motor
vessels barely maintained their
strength.
Today the merchant maiine situa
tion faces a crisis which has in
creased In recent years. Except for
freight carrying transoceanic air
ships, or electrically-driven ships
obtaining their current b.v wireless
from land dynamos, modern ships
see no competitor ahead offering the
menace they did to the picturesque
sailing vessels, but modern develop
ments and economic conditions have
brought about Just as serious a situ
ation as faced the clippers when the
Clermont’s wood-burning boilers
flung their smoky challenge above
the Hudson's palisades.

Legendary Vineta City
Found in German Town
Berlin.—The legendary city of
Vineta, which for centuries was be
lieved to exist only In fiction, now
has been located by a German pro
fessor.
Prof. Dr. Adolf Hofmetster of the
University of Griefswald claims to
have discovered tbe mysterious city
of Vineta, once the thriving port
of a mighty Baltic kingdom.
The little town of Wollin ln Pommerania, the German professor
states, ls the spot where the ancient
legendary city once was located. He
bases his assertion on old chron
icles, Just discovered by him.
According to these, Vineta once
was ruled by tn old Viking king.
In 1100 It wts destroyed by the
Danes, against whom the Vikings
were carrying on a bloody war.
The city was famous for Its mar
velous architecture and streets. It
even ls said to have possessed a
lighthouse, the only one believed to
have been ln existence tn the Elev
enth century. The real name of the
city was Jumneta. By the mistake
of a chronicler who wrote Its his
tory. the name was changed to
Vineta.
Professor Hofmelster Is firmly
convinced he has found the remains
of the legendary elty In Wollin. An
expedition now haa gone there to
carry out excavation works.
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Crisis Facing Merchant
Marine Is Increasing.
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
20-Master of Laws
54-Conjunction
1-Foundation
(abbr.)
55- Put in order
5-Mineral springs
23- Fish egga
58- Egyptian aun-god
9-Loud explosion
24- PenetrateM
59- Dress material
11-A Grecian ruler
61- Maritime distress 27- Progresa
13- An insect
signal
28- Bind
14-Scienee
33- Pronoun
62- Obtaln
16- Diminutive suffix
34- Epoch
63- Hobby
17- A letter
36- Portion
64- Fastened
18- Nickel (abbr.)
37- Man'a name
66-Disease
19- A cut of steak
40- Southem State ef
68-Long grass stem
21- Point of compass
U. 8. (abbr.)
G9-Wisdom
(abbr.)
41- Period of time (pl.)
22- Consen»
42- Smart
25- A town in Germany
VERTICAL
43- June-bug
26- Marked with a date
44- That which la
29- Prefix. Not
unpaid but due
30- Empire (abbr.)
46-A constellation
1-Gracious
31- Prefix. Apart
46-A prolonged
2- Skilful
32- Upper air
declamatory
35-A color
3- Llke
discourse
4- Rub out
38- Ever (Poet.)
49- Lacerated
5- Waste
39-Girl'a name
6- Father
50- Relieved
40- To adorn
52- Part of a flower
7- Part of' a circle
42-Support
53A well-bred woman
8- Landscapes
44- A beverage
56- Measure of length
9- Frog (Latin)
45-Consume
57- Precious stone
10- Preflx. Thrice
47-Small bed
60-A pastry
11- Man's name
49-E«:hange
63-Dlstant
51-". W. State of U. 8. 12- Mind
65-The (Fr.)
15-More faithful
'(abbr.)
15-Composition (abbr.) S7-Beho!d
£2-Dsr.cer
-•

isolation to Previous Puzslrt

APPLETON
Well we surely had one good storm
for March, but the light snowfall that
looked so winterlsh on the morning
of March 9 soon vanished under the
spell of sunshine and wind. Now
the ground and roads look brown and
bare.
Not an old "crow with an English
man's bone tn his mouth" but a whph
family of crows with their raucous
notes greeted the correspondent one
morning last week.
Also other
spring birds sounded welcome notes. |
I The squirrels that have their nest
here in the woodshed are very merry
j and busy these days. Evidently they
are getting ready for the spring housej cleaning
j Friends In this place were very sorry' !
to hear of the Illness of Adelia Veai zie. Her writings are always enjoyed.
Edward Ames and Bernice Beeohy
were Rockland visitors Tuesday and
| attended the movies.
Many aged people are passlrt
I away this winter, old friends and ac
quaintances.
Elizabeth Gushee recently enter
tained the following guests for the
evening. Miss Ruth Arrington. Cecil
Arrington. Glenice Donald and Herb
ert Hall. Sandwiches and cake were
served.

JSBDQ

MUMI. FLORIDA
The mosl Interesting spot la
the Eastern Hemisphere dorinf the winter months.

HOTEL URMEY
In the heart of all activities.
Beautiful rooms and high
class service.
A Modern Fireproof Struc
ture Every room steam heated
Rates: (F.nropean Plan)
Slnfle rooms JZ.SO por day
upwards
Double rooms IS 00 pet day
upwards
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe In the
Buildinf
Ownershlp-Manafement ■
. WILLIAM M. L'RMEV .

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S
Ideal Retort Hotel
Convenient to all points ot intereat—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
•irround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

GRALYNN

Booklet
on

Application

Cornrr Second Street
and First Avenge

’LianacVr^

^tn,nt Room Servict Vnturpotttd

June to
October
Hotel
Aiaselynn
Stamford
Del. Co.
N. Y.

Never Want to See
Their Sons Again
Detroit.—Ordering prosecution
of their two young sons to the
limit of the law, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul L. Paul told authorities they
never wanted to see the boys
again.
The youths. William, eighteen,
and Frank, fourteen, confessed
faking a $35,000 holdup off
Paul's Jewelry store with two
other boys. William and Clar
ence Kay, also brothers.
“I have no sympathy left for
them," Paul told police. "I'll
help you.
"They are both had hoys and
tve never want to see them again.
We only are afraid they will re
turn to harm us when they gel
out of Jail. Fifteen years would
not he too much for them.”

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BOSTON, MASS.

BEACON STRbbT

ft*

:vr -

Located on Bcaco
Hill Next to the
House.

fxecutlve Office

HOTEL MANGER
NORTH STATION, BOSTON
Pleoie send------ Recognition Cords
for ute by friend* ond my»elf. No
obligation.
Name..

StreetCitv -

++++++++-M-++++++++++++4-++

NOTICE!
Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L„ wish
es to announce that it will in no way
be connected with future Sunday
! pictures.
30-lt

l**+*+*+**4****d****++*+*4

Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
and chopping centers.

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath,

up; with bath, ^3,00 up

i omplete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

*

Every-Other-Day
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WALDOBORO

WHAT IS
IQME

Ribbed Crepe for Summer

UNION

V

Several of the members of StorerThe Waldoboro High School closed
Collins Post. American Legion and
' Friday for three weeks' vacation.
Auxiliary went to Waldoboro Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Welt went to
day night to support the cast of thc I
i Swampscott, Mass., Saturday.
ITHOUT A ~ "
three one-act dramas, which were
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Hutchins of
recently presented very successfully
| Augusta spent the weekend at
in Union. Waldoboro citizens also;
Oeorge Simmons’.
I
turned out ln good numbers and gave ;
Dr. and Mrs. Oeorge H. Coombs of
expression
to very hearty apprecia-1
Augusta have been spending a few
Feeding House Plants and Porch Boxes
tion of the program presented.
1 days at their home on Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton re
Plants grown tn boxes and pots for proper root growth, and such root 1 Saturday marked the second largcently spent a week in New York and ;
must obtain nourishment from a rela- growth makes possible the absorption est circulation of books since the openNew Rochelle.
tively small amount of soil. Naturally of plant food. But a friable soil may [ ing of the Waldoboro Public Library
The regular Joint meeting of thc
they soon exhaust the water and Still be unfertile. '
| The librarian reports that 200 books
American Legion Auxiliary will tr I
plant food available unless it is re
To assure an adequate supply of were loaned on that day.
held at Legion hall tonight, Tuesday
newed.
food in the soil, a complete plant feed
Miss Carrie B. Stahl of Portland
Mrs. Moyle will entertain at the
To take care of this need soils used Should be mixed with the soil before passed the weekend with her mother, j
parsonage Thursday afternoon, the
ln pots and boxes should be ln such it is placed in the pot or box at th? I Mrs. A. F. Stahl.
auxiliary of the Woman’s Home
physical condition as will enable them 1 rate of cne heaping tablespoonful p?r
William O. Reed, who has been
Missionary Society.
to hold large quantities of water. A gallon of soil.
spending the past two months in
Mrs. Elizabeth Moulton, who has
soil compost of such nature may bc
Plants established in pots or boxes Kingston, Jamaica, returned home j
been for two weeks with Mrs. Wil- j
made by mixing three parts of loam, should be fed at the rate of one level Friday.
liam Thomas, went Saturday to visit
one part of decomposed organ’c teaspoonful for a six-inch pot. For
M. C. Orbeton, district traffic super
other friends.
material, such as peat moss, compost- tirgrr containers, apply plantfood a intendent of the New England Tel &
Laura Wallace spent the weekend
ed material or leaf mold; and on* the rate of one level tea'poonful pr Tel. Co., was a recent visitor in town.
with her friend Pauline Starrett in
Miss Gwendolyn Mardln and Miss
part of sand or sifted coal ashes. If 1 square foot. Application should be
Warren.
one prefers, good potting soil may bs j made approximately every six weeks Lois Hagerman entertained friends at
Marion Vinal of Rockland recent
bought of a florist.
during the growing season. Thes 1 bridge Wednesday evening,‘there be
ly visited her cousin Pauline Young
Physical condition of the soil has directions refer to complete plantfood ing four tables. The guests were Mr
little to do with plant food content | cf balanced content and not too much and Mrs. Hamlin Scofield, Mr. and
In the absence of Mrs. Leah Esancy j
Hew YorkTarit f'athiont
except that a friable soil is necessary ' slower aoting organic materials.
Mrs. John Redmond. Mr. and Mrs. ’J’HIS youthful summer frock with w'ho is ill at her home. Miss Thurs-I
its accompanying jacket which ton presided at the organ Sunday.
Andrew Currie. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
The tenth regular meeting of the
Winchenbach, Mr. and Mrs. Austin converts it into a many-duty en
WASHINGTON
semble ls one of the newest model*
TENANT'S HARBOR
Winchenbach. Mrs. Foster Jameson. for summer. Suede Cord, a soft rib Women's Community Club was held
Miss Alma Glidden, Gladys Bailey, I bed crepe made of Acele and silk, Feb. 28. at the club rooms. In th»'
Mrs. Lilia Pierpont went to Unity
Tlie young people here have en
Madelyn Cain, Betty Weston, Edgar is the material used either In white absence of the president, Mrs. Ethel
Friday and was accompanied home joyed skating on the marsh once Hagerman, John Orant and John |
or pastel shades. Including pink. Creighton, the vice president, Mrs.
by her son Almond who has been more.
blue and other sun cloud hues
Lizzie Hawes, presided. Roll call 1
Newburn.
Mrs.
John
Redmond
and
i
visiting hls grandparents, Mr. and
Notable among the style feature*
Mrs. Nancy Wheeler has returned Hamlin Scofield held honors for
response was. "the most beautiful
Mrs. Almond Farwell, during his to Cambridge. Mass.
of the gown are the V neck,
place you have seen." After the
highest
score.
Fancy
cookies,
cake
school 'vacation.
achieved through a button-over ra
Austin Wentworth is visiting his and ice cream were served.
routine business, the meeting was
ver, the slifirt sleeves with a little
Mrs. Mary Mitchell is suffering molher
clarence Freeman,
Principal Earl Spear of Waldoboro 1 cape-like ripple, and the straight turned over to thc program commit
from an attack of sore throat.
W. E. Sheerer attended town meet High School has announced the honor skirt with inverted front pleats on tee, under the chairmanship of Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Mooers were ing Monday, the first time in 15 years parts of the senior class as follows: j a yoke.
Nina Fuller, and one of the most
callers at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
original and Interesting programs of
Mrs. Weston Rivers is much im Valedictory, Miss Evelyn Lovejoy .93; 1
Bert Sidelinger last Tuesday. They
the year was given. M
Faller
proved in health and able to be about salutatory, Phyllis Ludwig, .89; Beu
ATLANTIC
found Mrs. Sidelinger improving
read a paper, descriptive of "Pic
lah Day, .88; Everett Arthorn, 86
her household duties again.
nicely from her recent surgical oper
Mrs. Maynard Herrick entertained turesque America,” which intro
Puritan Rebekah Lodge epened a The essay submitted by Annie Ellis j
ation;
on
"What
can
be
expected
of
the
presMr.
and Mrs. Leland Trask at dinner duced papers on "Niagara." by Mrs
All schools In town reopened on basebaU contest after their regular , ent youth for the realization of uni- Saturday evening.
Annie Butler, "The Orand Canyon
meeting
Thursday..
March 13.
versal peace" won second honors in
Joyce attended the funeral and the Painted Desert," bv Mrs
The Pathfinders Class met Fridaj
Mrs. Clara Overiock ls ill with a
a State-wide contest. This essay had of hu URC,e Uv,
at Tenanfs Mary Barker; Miss Slater gave a
in the chureh vestry for their month
severe cold.
description of Santa Fe and Taos
been previously selected as the winMonday
laJt weck
D DO M. John Mitchell of Friend ly meeting. Discussion. 'What shall ning essay in a contest sponsored by
as she saw them a year or two ago;
The town meeting dance was held
ship inspected Mt. Olivet Lodge, F. & be the attitude of the Church toward the auxiliary of Storer-Collins Post.
Mrs. Agnes Creighton and Mrs
by the Odd Fellows. Music was fur
A. M., Friday night. Although the Civic Righteousness." opened by Rev. A. L.
Lila Burrill sang “America the Beau
nished by Smith's orchestra and
night was exceptionally cold the fish Mr. Barton. Rev. and Mrs. Milton R
Appropriations totaling $33,177. a
tiful." There were 28 members and
there was a good attendance.
chowder supper served In Masonic Kerr Martinsville were guests. Re
reduction of 12 per cent from las;
one visitor present. Refreshments
hall was well attended.
. frerhments were served by the comThe Four Leaf Clover Club met were served by Mrs. Euda Lermond.
year's budget, were voted at the an
Oeorge Overlook has returned to I mittee, Carrie Barton. Myrtle Taylor
nual town meeting March 13. Thes? with Marion Herrick last Tuesday.
Mrs Ariel Leonard, Mrs. Hattie
hls home in Burkettville after spend- 1 Margaret Retd,
Mrs. Essie Joyce was recently Leach. The club meets again March
officers were elected: Moderator
ing a few days with hls sister, Mrs I
. • • •
Ralph Miller; clerk, O. V. Hassner: called to Bar Harbor bj’ the sudden 14 under the chairmanship of Mrs
Levi B. Torrey
Mary Mitchell.
selectmen. Enoch Robertson, Jesse V illness of Mrs. Myra Joyce.
Carrie Ames, subject. "InauguraNews of the death of Levi B. Torrey Benner and Thomas T. Benner: Steamer North Haven was unable tlcns. Past and Pre ent," roll call to
I
APPLETON RIDGE
acset ors. Gardiner B Walker. Ern- | to make her trip here Wednesday on bc answered by the name of a
------heart attack on the moming of March e;' Burns and Ernest Castner; school I account of the storm.
Pre; ident and hts home. Thc host
Misses Ruth Arrington, Lucy Moody ’ 3, was a great shock to this commu- committee for three years. Mrs. Dorr
The Tattlers were entertained Fri- esses will be Mrs. Minnie Matthews.
and Glenys HaU spent Thursday in nity. Mr. Torrey and family came Howard Yorke; road commissioners j day afterncon at the home of Miss,Mi;s Mildred Merrifield. Mrs. Zena
Camden and Rockland.
! to this town from Swans Island in Sanford Winchenbach, Carl Camp- j Laura Sprague. The members were Nelson.
The drama practice meeting was, 1919. He was engaged in the lobster
and Ira Wa]t4.r; treasurer Percv
ted
favors
Storer-Collins American Legion
■xl <4 a
AIIaa Moody's home I la.a«*Mak*«
-J owned
-4 aa home am
’
business «and
on Ilfnflc
Watts E. Storer; fire wards. O E. Ludwig
held
at* Yflcr
Miss Alice
Ladies Ajd met
week with Auxiliary entertained the Council of
Thursday evening.
avenue, and though having lived here Harold P. Perry and Albert Benner;
Elden
the second district last Tuesday.'
Sympathy is extended to Mr and but a few years, he made many friends Constable Ezra Wellman. Charis
tn About 50 members from Lewiston. I
t
tp
a
,
a
,
a
a
Master
Norman
Staples
is
able
to
Mrs. Frank L. Meservey In the loss and was a highly respected citizen.
French. J. Frank Soule, Otis Emmon I
. .
tn th« Auburn, Damariscotta, Thcmaston t
Mr. Torrey was born at Tremont
James Harkins, Jr.; auditor, E sit up after **n? conflne<, t0 th
d j^ku d were Drescnt Interof their Infant daughter. Prayer
1
bed
for
some
time.
Hls
schoolmates
ana
were Present- m.er ,
was offered at the graveside Friday Sept. 22. 1873. and Nov 20. 1894. was Ashley Walter; tax collector, Clinton
esting reports from the district
j
are
very
sorry
to
lean
that
he
will
afternoon by Rev. L. E. Watson.
j married to Daisy Joyce, who survives Mathews.
j not be able to return to school this chairmen were g'ven of activities of
There were 13 adults and 3 children him, together with flve children: Dr
------------------the various units and Mrs. Lamb re
year.
in attendance at the Willing Workers Raymond Torrey of Searsport. Mrs
VINALHAVEN
ported on the National Defense
room last Tuesday afternoon.
At-the annual town meeting March
Doris Robinson of Southwest Harbor,
------meeting recently held in Portland.
ol
Misses Chrystal Stanley and Lin Mrs. ESsie Hawkins of Rockport
j 6. these officers were chosen; ModD.DGM. John D. MitcheU
The essay winning eecond place In
nibel Grant were Friday afternoon Lyle W. of Waltham. Mass. and Friendship will inspect Moses Web- I erator, N. T. Morse; selectmen. A. G
the State Fidac essay contest, written
guests of Mrs. Bertha Johnson Perry. Everett L., the latter being the only sier Lodge. F.A.M., tonight. A ® 'Sprague, W S Jovce and E W Gott;
by Miss Annie Ellis of Waldoboro, was
Norman Perrj- who has been em member of the family r.ow living at oclock supper will be served.
treasurer, N. T. Morse; clerk. A. G
read and highly commended. Tne
ployed at Lyndon Johnson’s is vaca home with his parents. Mr. Torrey Don’t forget the Bt Patricks ball Sprague; tax collector, Mrs. Hester
program presented by the hostess
tioning for a few weeks.
was a charter member of Hancock In Legion hall Saturday night Some preethey; road commissioner. Merunit, consisted of Hawaiian pongs
Lodge, I.O.O.F.. and also served as fortunate one will carry home the riU gecHcr,
;uig by the Misses Cameron, nieces
NEW AMSTERDAM CASUALTY CO.
pig;
also
prize
waltzes.
noble grand, a member of Harbor
of New York
of the president, who were dressed
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Mrs. Susie Small and daughter
WHITE HEAD COAST GUARD
View Rebekah Lodge, affiliating later
in native Hawaiian costume, and a
Real Estate .............................. *6.339 358 35
Cassie
returned
home
Thursday,
havMortgage Loans ..................... 193.500 00 with St. George Lodge, I.O.O.F. and
|For The Courier-Gazette |
one-act drama, "Beauty Secrets."
Collateral Loans .....................
10.000 00 Puritan Rebekah Lodge, respectively. ing spent the winter months in Reck- On a ,lttle rock.bound island.
8toeks and Bonds ................. 13.194 620 77
i Fish chowder.
coffee, cheese.
i„nti
There's a watcher night and day.
Cash tn Office and Bank
517.325 66 He was a member of Rockland En
And ie°d
Sm3tter wbere your P,thway doughnuts and cookies were served
Agents' Balances .... ............... 3.279 325 62
leads.
A
surprise
entertainment
will
be
Interest and Rents ..............
76 851 46 campment, Eureka Lodge, F&AM ,
He's there to help you on your way.
by the hostesses. While there were
All other Assets ..................... 817.169 71 and Naomi Chapter. O ES In these given at Rebekah Lodge tonight,
He belongs to a crew of watchers.
not as many present as usual, owing
Ever listening for a call.
Oross Assets
............... 824.428 151 57 various social activities he will bc
Mrs Sadie Robbins entertained the Always waiting there to help you,
to
sickness and other difficulties, the
Deduct Items not admitted 612.774 57
Always ready onc and all.
sadly* missed as well as among his Bridge Eight at her home Thursday
meeting was very enthusiastic and
Admitted
...... ................... *23.815.377 00 everyday associates.
One
ls
always
ln
the
tower.
evening
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
stimulating.
The Neighborhood Club met Saturmlauke”.,
Funeral services were hcld at the
Net Unpaid Losses ................. *9.310.484 17
you somett™ take ^peep
Unearned Premiums ......._.... 5.709.268 46 late residence. Rev. F. W Barton day night with Mrs. L. R. Smith.
•All other Liabilities ........... 2.795.624 37
FRIENDSHIP
The Carver Street Bridge Club will
You win find him at his post.
Cash Capital ........................ 4.500 000 00 officiated and interment was in Sea
v.
„___ u. W’ith hls phone stand at hls elbow.
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.500.000 00
^nd bjs glasses on the coast.
side cemetery.
The floral tributes meet tonight with Mrs, Emil Coombs.
Total Liabilities and 8ur—
The ninth meeting of the Friend
Mrs. Richard Young is at Knox Now among this band of hearties
SUr *23 815 377 oo *orp very beautiful A splendid spirit
plus .................
There Is one who takes the lead.
ship Sunshine Workers was held Sat
• Includes Reserve for Contingencies 1 was manifested by those in attend Hospital for treatment.
Yet he never tries to boss them.
*1.544.385.95
urday at Mrs. W. H. Hahn's home
A. B. Arey with crew of men is cut
There ts never any need
ance at the town meeting which was
E P AHERN. Agent
For you see, they all respect him
27 Knox Street. Thomaston
There were 21 members and two
ting ice at Folly Pond.
held
at
I.O.O.F.
hall
at
thc
time
ol
And
respect
to
love
is
kin.
28-T-34
guests present. Thc members brought
Mrs Nellie Noyes who has been They come to him like a father
the funeral services. The session was
And he helps them work and win
OCCIDENTAL INSURANCE COMPANY
squares for a quilt.
guest
of
Mrs.
Evelyn
Trefrey,
returned
suspended
long
enough
to
open
ranks
San Francisco. California
I have told you of the leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua N. Southard
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
on the main road near the hall Monday to Portland.
Of this band of noble men,
I must tell you of the others
Stocks and Bonds ....... ........*3.622.731 73 through which the procession might
of Rockland were visitors Sunday at
Mrs. Ralph Brown entertained at Now
So have patience to the end.
Cash In Office aud Bank ...... 167.121 35
There’s the crew that mills the cruiser. Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bossa's.
Agents' Balances ................... 171.016 17 pass, as a final tribute to their fellow cards Tuesday evening at her home.
Only know them Just by sight—
Interest and Rents ..............
38.639 80
Mr. and Mrs. Granville T. Brow
The Rainbow Club was entertained Yet
we value them sincerely
All other Assets .....................
3,144 73 citizen and friend.
For their slogan "right is might.”
visited relatives In Thomaston Sun
Friday
evening
by
Mrs.
Joseph
Head“
Think
of
his
faring
on
as
dear,
Gross Assets ....................... *4,002,653 78
Then there’s Randall ln the kitchen.
day.
Deduct Items not admitted 224.408 98
In the love of there, as the love of ley.
And he looks so trim and neat
Eldred Patch of Stoneham. Mass.
“What About Betty," three-act When you see him start the fire.
Admitted
.......................... *3.778.244 80 here,” Is expression of the sympathy
That you want to stay and eat
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
has been spending a few days in town
comedy drama, will be presented Fri For
you see there's always something
Net Unpaid Losses .............. t. *92.956 07 felt for the family in their time of
Sure to please your palate most
Unearned Premiums .............. 767.516 16 sorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Mitchel'
day night in Memorial hall for the
And you're sure of a hearty welcome—
All other Liabilities .............. 165 860 32
and daughter have moved to apart
benefit
of
Union
Church.
A
dance
I
Captain
Mills ls a genial host.
Cash Capital .......................... 1.000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.751.912 25
under auspices of Staff's Orchestra There’s Surfman Williams, as you know ments in the Sanborn Block, Waldo
SWAN'S ISLAND
him.
Total Liabilities and Surplus *3,778.244 80
boro.
will follow the show.
But we always call him ••Bill”—
28-T-34
Mr. and Mrs. Ellts Lawry and Miss
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter will If there's any way to help you
You can wager Williams will.
TRANSCONTINENTAL INSURANCE CO.
Eda Lawry were dinner guests SunJohn Jacobs is being cared for by confer thc past and Most Excellent There’s another I would mention.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1932
You will know him by hls smile
1 day of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur A. Morse j
degrees on one candidate Thursday.
Stocks and Bonds ................. *2.786,684 86 Mrs. Lilia Mouldcn at her hcmc.
Though hls name ls logged Drinkwater.
Cash in Offlce and Bank
. 598.142 60
The Myra J. Wooster, Capt. Robert |
Mrs.
Flora
Rolfe
Roberts,
widow
of
We call him happy Lyle.
Carroll
Staples
was
called
to
Rock

Agents' Balances ................... 252 829 76
came in Saturday with
Bills Receivable ....... . .............
2.125 36 land Friday by the serious illness of Oeorge Roberts, died March 10 in Then there’s Hermle with hls laughter 1 Lash,
Interest and Rents .................
10,300 50
good nature without end—
; coal for Burnham and Morrill Co
his wife Phyllis < Joyce) Staples, who Worcester, Mass., where she had WeAnd
have watched him grow from boy
Gross Assets ...................... $3.650 083 08
hood
made her home for many years, hav
She returned to Portland Monday
Deduct Items not admitted 350.891 20 is in Knox Hospital.
And we re proud to call him friend.
ing formerly lived ln Vinalhaven There
with a load of canned clams for the
ls one so stout and manly
Mrs.
Calvin
Stockbridge
who
has
Admitted
............................ *3.299.191 88
And I think you know hls name.
She was born in Prospect, the daugh-1 For
same company.
been very ill. is gaining slowly.
it’s Orant so true and loyal.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Like the Orant of history’s fame.
Net Unpaid Losses ................. *77.136 39
Miss Alma Lunt of Frenchboro has ter of Elbridge G. and Helen M. Rolfe
Unearned Premiums .............. 561.147 87
She is survived by one son. Ben A. There's another I must speak of.
All other Liabilities .............. 580,144 75 recently visited Mrs. Charles Joyce.
Cash Capital ........................ 1.000000 00
Roberts, and a granddaughter Bar- j ro^eIiha'rn8\Ihekname'of E^ellThe
annual
town
meeting
was
held
Surplus over all Liabilities ... 1.080,762 87
That I think explains the rest;
bara Roberts, both of Worcester;
March
6
In
Odd
Fellows
hall.
Dinner
_ .
.
,
I could tell you much about him
Total Liabilities and Surplus *3.299.191 88
nieces,
Mrs.
F.
L.
Roberts
and
Mrs.
I
But I'd weary you and so—
D. H. GLIDDEN AGENCY. Agent
and supper were served by the ladies
Parcel Delivery
I Hls first start in life 1 gave him.
Vinalhaven. Maine
25-T-31
of the Methodist Church, and the re Helen R. Smith of this town and Mrs.1i So you see. I ought to know,
i Sumner Pierce of Dorchester, Mass.: ; _.
ceipts were $112.
VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND
There are others Just as noble
Family Washings
and a nephew, Herbert Allen of Peeks- j in this jolly. happy band,
STEAMBOAT CO.
■ lyr|

GARDEN?

bmsSS

Light Trucking

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
8teamer leaves Swans Island Bt 5.3H
A. M.. Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7.25
Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at l lx, ?. m.
Vtnalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3 30. Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at 8wan'»
bland about eon p. M.
B. B. STINSON.
130-U

1.1,1 kt v

Speaking of iron will, have you no
ticcd how successful the Florida papers have been in choking back their
sobs over the blizzards and thing*
that are visiting California?—Macon
Telegraph.

_______________

I Always ready, eager, waiting.
Just to give of heart and hand
, Just because I do not know them
more WhUe‘HeLl’coSstGuards*a?wlys ready
bogus
winter, summer, spring and fall.

Maybe the police would be
successful in rounding up those
$20 bills if they’d send out a descrip And whene'er the shadows lengthen
And the sun sinks to hlj rest.
tion of what a real $20 bill looks like. The U. S. Coast Guards are ready
To serve those we love the best
—Boston Herald.

E. M E.

Called For and Delivered

Walter Dorgan
Tel. 106-R

IT’S

RESULTS
THAT COUNT

CASH
In every family there comes a
time when ready money is neces
sary to meet an emergency. The
Want-Ad columns offer many
opportunities for raising money
. . . and the .Barter section offers
the best facilities for securing re
sults.

AUTO BARGAINS
THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT-ADS offer to buyer
and seller the most economical and comprehensive USED
CAR MARKET in this city. If you wish to buy you'll find
exactly what you want in the Classified Section ... if you
wish to sell you'11 find a buyer quickly with a COURIERGAZETTE WANT-AD.

■iSA't't

'i

THE COURIER-OAZETTE
WANT-ADS have proved them

selves so profitable and inexpen
sive that they have become a

household and business necessity

... READ and USE the

WA^IT

APARTMENTS
AND

HOMES

ADS

ROOMS
Put your spare room

to work for you by rent
ing it to a desirable

You’ll find them, rent
them, and sell them
more readily and eco
nomically by tbe use of
THE COURIER-GA
ZETTE WANT-ADS
.. . turn to page 6 Now!

roomer.

Phone

770

and our ad-taker will
help you word your ad

to obtain tbe kind of
roomer you desire very
quickly and surely.
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Page Six
THOMASTON

A WARREN ROAD

Every-Other-Day

WARREN

In Everybody’s Column

Mr. and Mrs William Vinal are be- Neighbor To Thrifty ComThe past grand and past noble
ing congratulated upon the birth SatmunJtV Disputes a Town gran<* association will meet Wednes.
"
| day evening at 10.0?. hall, Rockurday of a son, Edward William.
Meeting Statement
Mrs. Alexander K. Wilson spent
land. Supper will be served at 6.30.
Mrs. Bertha Russell and daughter
Thursday with her aunt, Mrs. James
Warren, March 9. ,
Cora of West Rockport were overnight
Stickney in Warren.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs ;
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jackson, Mr.
At our recent town meeting the Charles Erickson at North Warren.
and Mrs. Martin Collamore of South
Mrs. Frank Rinne is ill at her home
Waldoboro, and Mr. and Mrs. Vernon statement was made that, ‘'Practi
Achom and daughter Esther were cally no one lived on that part of at North Warren. She returned but
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. the Waldoboro-Union road in War- recentl>' from Boston where she un, derwent a surgical operation,
Walter Hastings.
ren, which runs parallel with the ; Mi$ Bfssje Bartlett u betlg
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Lineken motored
Atlantic Highway and there was not j for at the home of Miss Martha Studto Skowhegan Sunday, Mrs. Lineken
remaining for a week’s visit with her traffic enough to call for the road ' ley having come from Lewiston Satdaughter Mrs. Francis Friend. Mr being kept in repair," or words to urday. Miss Studley will be assisted
by Miss Elzaid Bartlett of Providence,
Lineken returned the same day.
that effect.
a sister of Mis.s Bessie Bartlett.
TALL CAN
Mrs. Janies Felt returned Saturday
This statement was manifestly so
Mr. and Mrs. John Davis, Mr. and
from a week’s visit to her sister Miss unfair, that I wish to give the facts.
Mrs. Everett Cunningham, Mr. and
Elizabeth Monaghan at Clark Island. Living on this road are six families,
Mrs. Fred Mathews. Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Brasier, 33, died Saturday at and on the road which joins this Herbert L. Kenniston, and Mr. and!
the home of his brother Maurice, road at right angles, from what is Mrs. Levere Jones and daughter
PER CAN
Elliot street. Funeral this Tuesday locally called the "Hill" are six more Christine attended funeral services
afternoon at his late home,
families and these 12 families travel Sunday for Mrs. Annie Schwartz
A surprise party was given to Ray over the road in question.
which were held at the First Baptist
Of these 12 families, six are Church In Rockland. Mrs. Schwartz
mond McLeod Saturday evening at
his home on Green street. The af either foreign born or of Finnish was native of Warren, a daughter of
fair was arranged by Mrs. Mary Han descent and and have all lived here Mr. and Mrs. Elias Davis.
ley, who carried it through very suc probably less than 12 years. Three
Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory of
cessfully. Card games and radio of these six farms had been un Rcckland were guests Sunday of Mr (
music were enjoyed, and at 12 o'clock occupied for some time, previous to and Mrs. W. Prank Thomas.
three birthday cakes, ice cream and the present occupancy and I wish to
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Peabody had
other cakes were served. The guests state briefly what these six families as guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs Edgar
were Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Morse and are producing.
Mcody of East Union, parents of Mrs I their listeners with singing and harp
They have gradually built hen and Peabody.
son Roger, Mrs. Arthur Cullen, Mr. and
I accompaniment.
Mrs. Alton Grover and son Charles, chicken houses and worked into thc
Mr and Mrs. Robert Walker visited
R. O. Elliot and Charles Shorey of
Miss Elizabeth Monaghan, Mrs. Mary poultry business, last year, buying her daughter Mrs. Earl Hall in Water
Thomaston were at the Elliot farm
Hanley, Ralph Richards, Mr. and 8000 chicks, keeping the pullets for ville Sunday.
Sunday.
Mrs. James Felt, Miss Marian Felt. layers. This year some are building
Ralph Norwood and Alden Watts
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Oaklev
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond McLeod and more houses and increasing their have been cutting logs for Samuel E.
1 Ames gave them an old' fashioned
Miss Margery Wright.
flocks, having at present or soon to Norwood.
' serenade last Monday night,
Relative.’ of Frank Robinson of be delivered around 9900 chiaks.
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs
Mrs W. F. Flint has been 111 the
All
farm
buildings
have
been
reBuffalo, N. Y.. and Mr. and Mrs. ColDexter Hart were Mr. and Mrs
j past week, and attended by Dr. Hahn
lins (Helen Robinson> are anxiously paired, painted and put in fine Charles Blackington of Rockland.
awaiting news from them, as they shape. The poultry houses are well
Mr and Mrs Fred Leach of Rock i of Friendship.
were in Los Angeles at the time of the built of good, material, concrete land called Sunday on Mrs. Laura
Arietta Maloney was at home
earthquake. They were to have left floors and painted.
Starrett and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence from her school In Rockland over the
for the Eact the last of this month.
All have cows, from enough to Russell.
weekend.
A costume party will be held Thurs
Dr. Edwin W. Gould who died sud- supply their own milk and butter, tc
Mrs. H. J. Marshall has been suf
denly in his office in Rockland Sun those who sell to the creamery, day from 2.30 until 5 30 at the home fering from an attack of erpsipclas
day was a practicing physician in whose truck passes through three of Mrs. P. D. Starrett, the proceeds the past week.
times weekly, raising early garden to go to the circle and parish of the
The cold wave of the past week
Thomaston 1895-1898.
Refresh formed more ice in the river than
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will truck marketed in Rockland, straw Congregational Church.
has been made at any previous time
meet at the vestry on Hyler street. berries and blueberries, and beans ments will be served.
Warren schools, both common and this winter.
Wednesday morning for work. Pic and sweet corn for the canning fac
high wiil re-open March 20. for the
E. C. Moran of Rcckland was at
nic dinner served at noon, Mrs. Edith tory.
All this farm produce and supplies spring term which ends June 9.
B. S. Geyer's Saturday.
Richards and Mrs. Dora Mank. KSuseKendall Adams did the chores for
must go over this road and I wculd
Harry Young is suffering from an
keepers.
like to compare this mile where these Mrs. R. E. Cutting during the week- injured foot, sustained last week
Mrs Arlene Kinney entertained
farmers live, with any other mile of end in the absence of A. H. White who while hauling legs.
Mrs. Louis Ccok and Mrs. Perleyfarming section in the town. Much was visiting his daughter Mrs. KenSeveral friends of Miss Mina
Miller of Rockland at the home of
of the road work over the “Hill" is neth Leavett at Cumberland Mills.
Woodcock gathered at her home last
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Mrs. Martha Kalloch is spending a Saturday and split a large pile of
done without pay and when the
Newbert, Monday night.
town has made an appropriation, the few days with Mrs. R. E. Cutting.
wood for her.
Stanley Kalloch of Bangor was a
Mrs. Lizzie Hawes of Union was re
money has been used to hire trucks
H. L. Killeran was in Thomaston
weekend visitor at the home of his
and the men have given their time. cently guest of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Friday on business.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kalloch
Through their efforts the Central Jameson.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Crute are
Mrs. Alma Spear has returned from
Mies Helen Robinson was taken being congratulated cn the birth
Maine has built a branch line to
a visit in South Warren.
their buildings and all are wired, so Thursday to Knox Hospital for ob March 13 of a daughter, Dorothy
Mrs. Lucy Averill of Port Clyde who
that when the hen houses are all servation.
Ada. weight ten pounds.
has been visiting her niece Mrs. Fred
Wilder Mccre is doir.g some re
lighted evenings, in addition to the
Eavis has returned to her heme.
dwelling houses and barns, they are decorating for Clarence Peabody a
SOUTH HOPE
Thc Men’s Community Club wil’
the place recently bought of William
noticeable for a long distance.
meet at the Congregational vestry
Russell.
Neighbor.
Miss Ruby Merrifield is visiting her
this evening. Supper at 6 o'clock and
The regular monthly supper will baddress on "The Pine Blister," by I
served Thursday by the Baptist sister Ethel at the home of Mr and
CAMDEN
Walter O. Frost of the Forestry De
Ladies' Circle, the committee Miss Mrs. Harry Morang in Burkettville.
Carleton Robbins has been visltlno
partment, Augusta.
Tena MacCullum, Mrs. Edna Jones
his uncle R. E. Robbins for a few
Mrs. Marilla Rollins has moved j The Lend-A-Hand Club will meet and Mrs. Effie Hysler.
from Knox street to an apartment in , this Tuesday evening at 7 with Mrs
Elliot Feyler who has been in town days.
Evelyn Taylor, 32 Mechanic street
Mrs. Chloe Mills has returned home
Mrs. Evelyn Snows house on Green
the past week called by the death of
All members are urged to be present
frem
J. D. Pease's in Hope where she
street.
Lester Dolham returned Sunday to
Mrs. Alice Cook snd Mrs. Flora
Thc Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
West Somerville, Mass., Mrs Feyler has been caring for Mrs. William
Peabody of Warren were recent
Crockett (Olive Pease) and child.
Wednesday afternoon in the vestry'
remaining a few days longer.
guests of Mrs. J. C. Pish, Pearl street
Miss Sutherland, health nurse
for work. Supper at 6 o'clock and a
The fire department was called Fri
The next Masonic assembly will bc
program in the evening.
day night to a chimney fire at the called at a few homes in town re
held at Masonic hall Thursday eve
Mrs. E P. Starrett who has been
home of Oliver Libby. No damage cently.
ning with the following committee in
A supper was held at ths Grange
confined to the house a week by
was done, but it was feared that the
charge: Dr. and Mrs. Harry Pettarheumatism, is somewhat better.
dry grass about the house might hall Thursday night. The proceeds
piece, Mr and Mrs. Robert Jamieson
Henry B. Shaw. A D. Davis, Charles
catch. On their way home the cf about $6 go towards the street
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Morrow.
E. Linscott, Loring Orff, Nathan
chemical was called in to Wilbur lights. The Grange also held an aft
A St. Patrick's Day supper will b:
Copeland and Albert Robinson at
Spear's where another chimney fire erncon session March 11.
served by the ladies of the Methodis
Freddy and Henry Tolman walked
tended the town meeting in Cushin?
was briskly burning.
society Saturday, from 5.30 to 7
Monday. They witnessed an interest
Mrs. Louis Sawyer and daughter to the home of their grandparents
o'clock.
ing meeting and had a fine dinner.
Olive returned Friday to their horn Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Tolman ThursRegular meeting of Seaside Chap
Edward O'B. Burgess attended the
in Camden after being guests of day and remained until Saturday.
ter, O.E.S., was held last evening.
Camden town meeting Monday.
Rev. and Mrs. H. I. Holt at the Con-|
The annual meeting of the Knox
Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson of Lan
gregational parsonage for several
Notes of the School
and Lincoln Past Grands Association
caster, N. H., who has been guest of
weeks.
South
Hope school closed Ftb. 24
will be held in Rockland Wednesday
her sister Mrs. Alton Poster returned
for
vacation.
evening.
home Thursday.
Even though the school was severely
CUSHING
The Friends-In-Council will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cotton and
------]
visited
by grippe, the following chilMarch 21 at the home of Mrs. D.
children spent Sunday in Waterville
Many of the residents of this place , dren had perfect attendance: Edwin
Dickens , Pearl street, with Mrs
with Mrs. Cotton's parents Mr. and
are starting for the clam banks, it j Lermond, Glenys Lermond. Fred
Agnes Knowlton as hostess.
Mrs. Alfred L. Schwenke.
The First Parish Round Table wil)
thelr °n’y Perceivable source Hastings, Earl Upham. Donald
The meeting of the Legion Aux
meet at the Congregational parts?
business. But they all report Pushaw, Henry Tolman, Freddy Toliliary will be held at their rooms
hcuse Wednesday evening.
Mis- them to be very similar to all the ’ man, Vera Tolman and Halver art
Thursday evening.
Florence Dean of Rockland, a pupil banks Just now, very hard to exact Jr. Those not tardy and missing
Thc High School art class will pu'.
only one-half day were Daniel
of Adelyn Bushnell, will read and E much revenue from.
on a St. Patrick's Day play Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. William Rivers had Bowley, Hcpe Bowley and Arnold
Raymond Tibbetts will sing.
at 7.30 p. m. in the T.H5. assembly
Arthur Rowe has gone to Belfas' as guests Sunday their son Wendell Childs.
hall, admission 15 cents. There wil!
In the spelling contest Edna Carvel
where he has a position as manager of; and vlfe, also Mr- ant^ Mrs- Shermar.
bc a social following the entertain
spelled
the school down.
the Colonial Theatre. His place hert Nelson of Portland. After dinner
ment.
Valentine Day a big box adorn :d
as manager of Comique Theatre has Mr. and Mrs. Rivers enjoyed an
Rodney Feyler was called to Chel
been taken by Kenneth Robertson of automobile ride with them to Rock the teacher's desk and just before
sea, Mass.. Friday by the serious ill
Lexington, Mass , formerly manager land where they were guests of their recess a rain of valentines occurred
ness of his brother Leslie at the Ma
| old friends Mrs. Loey Hagar, Miss followed by a treat.
of the Dover-Foxcroft Theatre.
rine Hospital there. Mr. Feylers'
Het lunches were served twice a
The Philathea Class will have a Lena Miller and Miss Beth Hagar
death occurred Sunday. Interment
whom they found gaining from their week during the term.
covered
dish
supper
at
the
Baptist
will be in Thomaston, following pri
Many thanks to Philip Crabtree and
recent illnesses, Miss Beth having re
1 vestry Friday evening.
vate funeral services.
cently returned home fromKnox Hos Edwin Lermond who came one Satur
of the community in the loss of their pital where she underwent opera- day forenoon and cleaned out .the
APPLETON MILLS
I tion for mas‘.old.
| ch)mncy and Put a new damper in
infant daughter.
Miss Edith Stevens ls expected to I the P‘Pe- No wonder the stove
Saturday Georges Valley Grange
Gwendolyn Robinson has been
smoked. How one chimney could
guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Sprowi intertained Seven Tree Grange at an 1 return home from New York this
all-dav session and 30 sat down to a j week to resume her work at teach have held so much ashes was mar
for a few days.
velous.
Appleton High, grammar and pri tcunliful dinner, after which the fol ing when the schools open for the
lowing fine program was enjoyed, spring term.
mary schools reopen today.
Miss Marilyn Maloney is recover
Friends of Mrs. Joseph Ames arc presented by Seven Tree Grange:
ing
from ulcers in the head, a trouble
Song.
"Wearing
of
the
Green;"
reci

pleased to hear that she is gaining
tation, Bertha. Bryant; solo, Aubyne which has affected many during the
in health.
Keys made to order. Keya maae
The Thursday night prayer meeting Hawes, who also responded to an past winter.
tn fit locks when original keya are
Mrs. Levi Ulmer has returned
lost, liouse, Office or Car. Code
encore; reading. Lizzie Hawes; essay.
will be held at thc parsonage.
books provide keyi for all loeka
Mrs. Jesse Fuller of Liberty was Inez Cameron; guessing contest, con from a visit with her sister Mrs.
without bother.
Scissors and
guest Monday of her sister Mrs. Jo ducted by Inez Cameron; reading, Susie Davis, Rockport.
Knives Sharpened.
by
Ada
Lucas,
who
responded
to
an
Quite
a
delegation
of
both
old
and
seph Moody.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prtcee
Edward and Clecn Butler of Union encore with a recitation; music, young attended the services Sundaj
recently visited their sister Mrs Charles Schaller; remarks were made at Pleasant Point schoolhouse, con
by Brothers Ayer, Light, and Hawes, ducted by Rev. Mr. Timberlake of
Blanche Davidson.
♦OK MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 791
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meservey also Sisters Lizzie Hawes, Inez Cam Friendship. Accompanying him were
eg-tf
Rev. and Mrs. Fox who delighted
(Faustina Brown) have the sympathy eron and Ada Lucas.

NEW LOW PRICES
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

WANTED

CUT RATE FOOD DEPT.

GRAPEFRUIT, large can,
Sealed Milk,

10c PEACHES, sliced or halves, 10c

5c Salmon,

15c Peanut Butter,

ONE POUND BARREL

RED ALASKA

Red Kidney or Pea Beans,

5c Red Ripe Tomatoes,

Our Blend Coffee, Ib.,

19c Vinegar, qt.

53c

10c; small,

5c

Budget Juggling Needed Today
To Insure Full Calorie Count
Housewife Should Know
Foods Essential to
Balanced Diet
By Jane Rogers
HE housewife of today ls much
more likely to budget her ex
penses than the bride ot fifty
years ago. In those days it was
only necessary to step into the
garden and
pluck a gener
ous helping of
fresh veg
etables for the
evening meal
or stop by the
smoke - house
and procure a
sizeable ham
at a minimum of cost.
Today, the problem centers
around making so many dollars
purchase so many calories of
food, so many articles ot clothing
and on through the whole line of
living expenses.
Selection of foods is one of the
most important considerations in
budget making. ' Each member of
thc family needs a certain number
of calories per day—varying ac
cording to the amount of manual
work or labor indulged in and
unless the housewife knows a
little about the caloric value of
foods there is great danger that
her meals will be lacking in some
of the most important elements

T

.which make up the well balanced
diet
With a market ‘ list showing
prices und a calorie list, the
housewife can work out a very
interesting little problem in econ
omical buying. A.pound of butter
contains 3600 calories and at the
average price of twenty-five cents a
pound lt is possible to obtain 144
calories for one cent. A pound of
bacon at twenty cents will fur
nish 140 calories for each cent;
roast beef at twenty cents will
furnish 47: macaroni at ten
cents will give 165 while sugar at
an average price of five cents a
pound will furnish no less than
372 calories for each cent spent.
- Because of the great number of
calories lt contains, sugar is one
of the cheapest of all foods in
addition to being one of the most
valuable. It furnishes fuel which
keeps the body engine burning,
supplies much needed energy and
its Importance as a sweetener
and flavorer, especially when used
ln the cooking of fresh or canned
vegetables ls universally recog
nized. "A dash ot sugar and a
pinch ot salt” have become twen
tieth century household words.
Of course no one food can be
used to the great exclusion of
others even though lt provides
enough calories to meet the aver
age demand but the housewife
soon learns this and other little
trices that eventually lead to the
pfeparatlon of well balanced and
at the same time economical
meals.

;

• EGGS AND CHICKS ♦

POSITION as chef or order cook want
ed Best of references. H. T. PERRY.
Orace 8t. City.
_____________
*tf
LOBSTER boat wanted. 20-26 ft. with
motor. Write full description and price
to F.. care this office.
29*31
; CAPABLE refined woman of cheerful
! disposition wishes position as house
1 keeper for man or woman. Write MRS.
] L. Q-. care this paper.____________ 31*33
ONE pure black beautiful full shawrv
I cat female, of breeding age. wanted.
BAY VIEW FARM. North Haven, Me
i__________________________________ 31*36
LITTLE farm wanted, near to good
WHEN you are planning ui sell your
j road. Price not over $1000. small down
payment.
Answer to Waldoboro. Me. 1 chickens and fowl, call PETER EDR F. D 3. BOX 37._______________ 29*34 , WARDS. Tel. 806-J. Rockland.
26-tf
WASHINGS and Ironings wanted.
BARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatchMRS ANDREW LARSEN. 77 Cedar St | lng eggs, prices to suit the times. AL; Tel 948-M_______________________ 31-33 I BION WOTTON. Friendship,
-------Me. 26-tf
ALL KINDS ol saws filed and set at
NATURAL ground sea shells are best
reasonable rates. ANDREW LARSEN for poultry. By ton. }8 delivered Write
77 Cedar St Tel. 948-M__________ 31-33 ALFRED RAWLEY. Long Cove, Me
I 1
I? I.
I Red rhlrks
arWANTED You to know that all cash
R
chicks from state tested, ac
 •'
grain markets during these bank holt- credited. trapnested stock. $12 per 100.
days are very erratic and much higher W. L MERRIAM. Union. Me
19-tf
We are still taking ln eggs, checks and
S. C. R I. Red chicks three years state
orders on savings bank deposits from accredited,
according to number.
responsible people In exchange for our Chickens areprice
now the farmer's best bet.
Grain. Flour and Feeds We are doing Eggs for hatching.
Write for prices. E.
business the same as usual with all of
our customers. Supplies of Whole C TEAGUE, Warren. Me Tel. 13-4226-tf
Oratns and Feeds are being exhausted
, very fast In the East, owing to these
BABY CHIX. Wyllie s Strain 8. C Reds.
unusual conditions We arc still sell One quality—the Best. $12 per hundred.
ing ' More For Less" Egg Mash at $138 Discount on 500 or over F H WYLLIE
per bag and 'More For Less" 20'; Dalrv & SON. Thomaston. Me . R. 1. Phone
Feed at $1 08 per bag These feeds are Warren 10-6.
22-tf
priced way under carload cost basis, and
of baby chicks reduced. S C.
we hereby notify all feeders of these R PRICE
Reds, accredited flock; heavy lay
More For Less” Feeds, that we will be ing Istrain,
hatches each week, one to five
obliged to advance them In price as hundred
per hundred, 500 to 1000 $11.
soon as present supply of raw materials Orders of$12
a thousand and over. $10 per
Is exhausted We guarantee "More For 100
C
N.
LIGHT, Waldoboro. Me.
Less" here at all times
Mr Farmer
17-38
and Feeder, your Promised New Deal Is Tel 17-12.
TO MY old and new customers
right here. STOVER'S CASH GRAIN
STORES DISTRIBUTORS Ior STOVER throughout Knox and Lincoln Counties
FEED MFO CO on track at 86 Park desiring thelr eggs hatched I wish to an
St.. Rocklund. Tel. 1200
30-tf nounce I am ready to take them on
every Saturday throughout the season.
Notify me a week In advance as to the
number of eggs to be hatched. Why
pay 12c or more for chicks when you
can get them for 5 cents. Write for
particulars. Baby chicks 12c. HAWES
HATCHERY. A. C. Hawes. Union. Tel.
ss —
-—-s 8-24.
21-39
LUMP soli coal. $7 50: screened. 89 50:1
hard coal. $13 50; coke. $10 50
J. B
PAULSEN Tel. Thomaston 84-2
30-tf i
FARM for sale. 65 acres land
Barn
end camp. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main
The Idea behind this column ls to
St. Tel. 1080
30-tf make possible the exchange of goods or
SIX ROOM house for sale at 36 James services between people who wish to
St F A MAXCY. 37 Warren St. T»1 trade some possession of theirs for other
950-M.
31-33 goods or articles. Simply address the
Classified Editor of The Courler-Oazette.
THREE houses for sale near South The charge ls 25 cents for one Insertion
Main St. Improvements, garage. Must of three lines. 50 cenu for three Inser
be sold at once Can be purchased on tions. Larger ad prices on application.
rent plan, price from $600 to $1500 V Phone 770.
F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
30-tf
WILL exchange sheep for heifer or
Quaker Baled Poultry Litter
Some
thing better that ls beneficial to your cow giving milk H D. CRIE. Tel 83.
Tho
maston.
31-33
land and the best poultry litter for hens
and chicks on the market. A circular
WILL exchange a pure bred, five-yearon request
No waste. Very low ln old Jersey cow. due to freshen In Octo
price. Bales or tons. Used and en ber. for a horse that weighs 1000 or over.
dorsed by Maine Experiment Station. CLINTON A. THURSTON, Rockville
We also Just received car baled shav
31-33
ings STOVER'S CASH ORAIN STORES.
ANYONE wanting to buy. s^ll or ex
DISTRIBUTORS Ior STOVER FEED
change
live
stock
please
write
or
phone
MFO CO on track at 16 Park St.. Rock
land Tel. 1200 .
30-33 LUDWIG MOTOR SALES Tel 135. Newcastle. Me.
21-tf
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
I WANT some responsible woman to
copies ol The Courler-Oazette. with the
noine news, at the Old South News look after my home In exchange for
References.
Agency. Washington St., next Old South good board and room
Church: also at M Andelman's. 184 Write MRS. S. K.. care The Courler-Oazette.
_____________
22-t.
Tremont St.
WILL exchange laying pullets for
fowl or pay fat prices for
♦ — — * • marketable
fat birds PENDLETON. 131 Rankin St.
Tel. 843-W.__________
30*32
Boards for a partition I'd llke some
boards to bulld a partition. Will trade
•> <* 9 Ior an awning or truck cover. Write
ROCKLAND AWNINO CO., 15 Willow
TENEMENT on Gleason St., Thomas- _8t • City._________
14*16
ton to let. Seven rooms, electric lights I —
jt--------------------------------------------and flush. Apply to R W TRIPP. 35
W!H exchange a Rudd Instantaneous
Main St.. Thomaston
31*33 O»s Hot Water Heater, size 4. stvle F.
LARGE heated Iront room with bath
“o?*" vSLSg’^rvf/e '’V'^aah'
Tellei- ?*INNIE C' SMrrH- 37 Spring St Heater good as new Apply Nell 8 Perry
™ 45*2__________________________ 31 ;33 THE COURIER-GAZETTE Office c"/
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. bath
14*16
lights nas. furnace heat. $20 MILTON
THREE AND ONE-HALF tons hay.
M GRIFFIN, 25 Ocean St.
31-tf baby's
stroller, crib and pen. exchange
FOUR ROOM house near Main 8t.. Ior lumber, washing machine or sew
ing
Thomaston, $15 month. Call MARY , _
- machine. C. E. OROTTON. 138
LUCE at the Lucette. Tel. Thomaston Caipden St.
29*31
52-3.
23-tf -----------------Oliver Typewriter, fair condition Will ?
1 api
let. bath exchange right. P. O BOX 441. City
ty.
heat and lights. $5 week FOSS HOUSE
14*16
77
Park
St
Tel.
740
29-31
—----------------------------------------------------WE WILL trade, at bargain price, a
FIVE ROOM bungalow to let. electric
Addressograph complete, standard
lights, flush toilet, garden spot. Rent f1 Addressograph No 32382 for M plates,
reasonable to right parties TEL 1188-M root P°wer selector to work with dupll31*36 . !'ator- flat envelope plate No 2 less regu77-—
50 "eU B P'aln lat*L
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment
to *nr» ?„* Or»Pbotype No.
10054 for M plates
let. toilet, gas. electric lights. $5 week “ho
10
type
44
cap
carriage lor style M
V. F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St. TeL 1080
mates, complete with metal stand, copy
___________________
28-tf holder, cover and 20 extra dies and
_________
FOUR good tenements to rent. 615. Punches: 30 model B drawers; 10.000
$17. $20. $25 month. Oood locations "W* M blank plates, stub sec ; 7 330
ERNEST C. DAVIS
29-31 J'yl5 M Plates, bottom sects; 7 000 style

1

FOR SALE

Barter Column

TO LET

QABDiMPt waspa.if™.:;."'".
FOUR room furnished apartment to
let at 38 Beech St Bath, electricity, gas
garage space. $5 week. L. A THURS
TON Tel. 1159___________________ 30-tf
LOWER apartment. live rooms and
bath to let, at 20 CAMDEN ST Tel
639-J.______________
» 26-tf
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. also
three room furnished apartment, both
i heated and
newly finished. MRS
FROST. Tel. 318-W.
26-tf
OFFICES to let at 69 Park St., heated
and lighted. $3 50 week. V. F. STUD
LEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
26-tI

*pilE most original youthful
styles go in for contrast in
a big way. Fabrics, as well as col
ors, contrast and it's quite the
thing to -.ee organdie collars an!
bows, or plaid taffeta sleeves and
collars featured. The clever use of
a plaid plus a plain color, and a
woollen plus a taffeta is shown in
the illustration. (McCall 7235).

JTer2. at this office any time. Address
N. S Perry. COURIER^JAziiTTE."ito^
land, Me.
24*31

; MISCELLANEOUS <

LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
solicited. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
26-tf
mIu. ™^?onh End to ?et C A HAM , ,^ATCH and Clock
OrandH,TON Te? 986-J '
C' A
fathar and ontlques. Call and deliver.
9g8-J________________ [ S. A MACOMBER, 23 Amesbury St..
FURNISHED apartment to let two I Rockland. Me.
26-tf
STmSTeaind6eSror*2nb.Mh *92
?ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at .1, t!m».
or 211-M._____________ 24Wtf Prompt aervlca. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
FURNISHED tenement to let. electric I
26-tf
lights, gas. bath, hot water heat, rent '
reasonable. F L. SHAW. 47 North Main
3t. Tel 422-R_________________
21-tf
PIANO LESSONS
APARTMENT of live rooms and bath
Private—1-2 Hour, 50c
second floor, at 34 Pleasant St. Inquire
ANNE V, FLINT. Tel. 1013-M.
19-tl
Call MISS LAMB
APARTMENT to let In Blckneu Block
MRS B B SMITH. Lincoln 8t. Tel. 264
Tel. 1018-M
___________________________ 26-tf
HEATED apartments, all modern, foul
Rockland
rooms. Apply at CAMDEN 8t ROCK-1
LAND WATfe CO. Tel 634
26-tf
26-27

A high neckline, puff sleeves
and buttons down the bodice front
are other details which make this
design an outstanding one. It has
a grown-up quality that is sure to
appeal to the jeune (llie, yet its
clever designing, gay colors and
novel contrast create a charm
that ls decidedly young. (By cour
tesy of The McCall Company).

1

I

FOR RESULTS
I

The Rank Holiday has conic and gone and we still live. We
haven't bt-n licked yet and the old flag at'U waves—and she's go
ing to wave. Meanwhile we are buying goods as usual- me of tlie
prettiest tilings wc ever had and at prices unbelievable jw.

Some of our new WASH SUITS have just arrived. ' ctiee them
in our window at 59 CENTS. Can’t buy the material for
t money.

Spring styles in Sweaters for men and boys at 50c, Sl.Of.

1.50, $1.98

Boys’ Pants of all kinds, laced legs, straights, knickers and
longie* at ......................................................................... S1.00, $1.50, $1.98

Pants for High School Boys, longics, and they are pretty at $1 98, $2 50

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.

10c

LARGE CAN

BLUE RIBBON or BUDWEISER MALT, can,

i

10c

: LOST AND FOUND •

Advertisements in this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time,
BLACK cat lost—answers to name of
10 cents for three times. Six words ’Nigger." Reward for return to STONmake a line.
INOTON FURNITURE CO.
30-32

Work Shirts, best makes, formerly $1.09 each. Now only 50c and 75c

Overalls.................. ........................................................................ 79c, $1.00, $1.40
Pretty good habit to got into is to drop in here for your merchandise
or your gossip

2
2

WILLIS AYER

You Can Depend On
COURIER GAZETTE

JOB PRINTING
It sells more people be
cause more people like to
see it. Skillful heads and
hands prepare it with one
vital point in mind—ef
fectiveness. It must get
results.
Inquire about
Our Low Rates...

Every-Other-Day

^SOCIETY,

In addition to personal notes regardinn departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 14, 1933
In the mixed contract tournament
' at Mrs. Alan L. Bird's card rooms
' Friday evening North and South wer-':
tied for top score and the playing- I
, off match resulted in another tied |
score. East and West were won by j I
Albert S. Peteison and Mrs. Ray E ,
Eaton.
||

Page Seven

THE REALM OF MESIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

The Breakfast Bridge Club had
luncheon yesterday at the home of
Mrs. W. S. Cameron was hostess to
Mrs. Harriet Frost with Mrs. J. O. the Monday Contract Club last eve
Wc always rejoice in the accom Katherine Homer, pianist, daughter1
Stevens as assisting hostess.
plishments,
the successes and thc of Louise Homer, at the American
ning.
TELEPHONE ------------------------------- lit or 7*4
Joys of “our own;" we read and hear Women’s Association, New York.
George O'Hara of Point of Pines,
Mrs. Raymond Giroux and daugh about them with unflagging inter
• • • •
Mrs. Suella Sheldon, past regent of
Mass., was weekend guest of hls son, ter Betty Lee of Waterville are visit est. Among those whom we call
Camden announces a big event
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., goes to
James O'Hara, Park street?
ing Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie.
"our own" will always be Lottie Mc for April 28. Under the direction oi
Portland today to* attend the annual
Laughlin—it's not easy for us who Clarence A. Fish, the school band
conference of the Maine D.A.R.. This
Mrs Lottie Metcalf is confined to have known her so long to sprak of'and' orchestra will give a concert,
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone were
ls election year. The banquet takes guests of Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Sanborn her home at 14 Rankin street.
her as Kitty, is it? Through inter- j and for this event Walter Smith, faplace Wednesday evening at the Eastin Augusta, for the weekend.
land, with Mrs. Florence Waugh Dan
Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan entertained ested friends we have learned of thc !010115 bandmaster and cornetist, will
forth, State regent, as toastmaster. , Mrs. Fred True of Portland was , at supper and bridge Saturday eve success and joy Miss McLaughlin be present. Mr. Smith in addition 1
found in her recent visit of ten days to conducting one band and one
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James ning. The prizewinners were Mrs.
ln Augusta. Sanford and Portland, orchestra number, will be heard in J
Albert Hallowell of Bangor was a
j Lawrence, Ulmer street, over thc ' Robert Snow and Mrs. A. P. Blaisdell.
where her glorious voice gave delight solos. None of us who are ad
weekend guest of his parents, Mr. 1 weekend.
mirers of Mr. Smith's marvelous art
The social page of the Miami Her not soon to be forgotten.
and Mrs. Frank Hallowell, Knott
will
need to be urged to mark April
In the State of Maine concert
ald states that "Mr. and Mrs. Robert
street.
Mrs. Emily Greene who has been
Law entertained with a luncheon given in conjunction with the Gov 28 as a red letter date.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
• • • •
The next meeting of Fales Circle Greene has returned to her home, j Thursday at the Bath Club for Mr ernor's reception at Augusta Mias
The fourth annual harmonica
will be on March 22 at the home of
and Mrs. John Morey and Mr. and McLaughlin was one of the most
James street, after four weeks' stay, i
band contest for the schools and
Mrs. Gerald Hughes of Denver, Colo., acclaimed artists, her beautiful voice,
Mrs. Susie Lamb, Rankin street.
various Junior Music Clubs in Maine
There will be work in the afternoon,
and Mr. and Mrs. Theo. Whitwflrd of her finished style and her poise
Roland Seavey of New York (for
will be held Saturday, April 22, at ’
box lunch and an evening program merly of Rockland i who was called New York." Mr. and- Mrs. Law have marking her as the “real artist."
1.30 o'clock, in Portland. Much
The birthday penny bags should bs ; to Portland by the serious illness of ; long been prominent members of the She was very handsome, gowned in
Knox County summer colony.
chartreuse green lace with electric enthusiasm is being manifested by
turned ln at this meeting.
his uncle, Philip Thlbedeau, motored i
blue trimmings, worn with electric the various bands throughout the
to Rockland Thursday and was over
Mr. and Mrs. Emerton Gross of blue shoes. She was much enjoyed State and it is anticipated that there
Thc annual Student Day program
night guest of hls mother-in-law, 1 Camden and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Nel
of the Rubinstein Club takes place
and admired at the reception follow | wil] be keen competition. The
1 Mi's, Raymond Robishaw.
son of this city were guests Sunday of ing at the Blaine Mansion where ' trophy is now held by Shailer School
March 31, with Mrs. Lorita Bicknell
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Marchand, Park "under the wing of Senator and of Portland. The cup, known as the
as chairman. Teachers are requested
Mrs. Gertrude Merrifield of Ports
Mrs A. C. McLoon she made many j *LUlia E Noj-es cup. was first won by
to present but one number on the mouth who has been visiting her street.
the North School of Portland and
program—solos, duos, duets, etc., be i sister, Mrs. Andrew Larson, Cedar
delightful contacts.
The Red Lantern met Thursday
the
second year by the Waterville
ing acceptable. The selection should ' street, returned Sunday.
Prom Augusta Miss McLaughlin
evening with three members absent,
Boys' Club.
be reasonably short. Teachers are
went to Sanford. Sunday evening,
two on account of Illness, and if the
Thirteen bands have thus far sig
also requested to notify Mrs. Bicknell
f Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ralph and third should fall to appear at thc next Peb. 26. she was a feature artist ln nified their intention to participate,
as soon as possible regarding pupil
a
benefit
concert
for
the
Holy
little daughters, Helen and Greta of meeting a suitable penalty has been
among them, the Rockland Har
and selection to be presented
Waldcboro, were guests Sunday of Mr decided upon. Sewing started in well Family Church. It was a most suc- monica Band, Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn,
.
.. ....
u ___ ______ cessful affair, the Town hall being
and Mrs. Willard Fales, Warren but
after the tltian haired member
b director, and if this organization
The O. T. Club met Wednesday
1 filled to the capacity limit — even
•treet.
had
won
a
prize
at
Hokum, sewing
evening with Mrs Donald Farrand.
every inch of standing room taken. continues the splendid work it has
went into the discard, but the mem
been doing the past few months it
Prize night wa.s observed, choice gomg
Rebekah Lodge Orchestra will fur- ber won seven prizes at this game. Although the tickets were priced at will return with the trophy. The
to Mrs. Farrand.
niih music for the supper Wednesday Luncheon was served and the press the reasonable figures of 50 cents
Rockland organization was a close
night, of the Knox and Lincoln Past correspondent was remembered with and 35 cents, $500 was taken—quite
Mr. and Mrs. James Doherty of Co
a staggering sum for a musical | - 'cond last
. *
Giand Association. They will also
lumbia avenue entertained the Five I play several selections at the evening 1 a gift, which though small in sise was activity in these days. The review
The L<Jwell co’ur’er-Citizen (Lowlarge in spirit. The I ext meeting Will
Day Club Friday evening.
of the concert in the Sanford paper el; Ma_s , ha, muslcieolumn n „
I entertainment.
be at the Starting Place
said of Miss McLaughlin:
.-Moments Muslcar and
Rounds Mothers Class meets to
Goodbye, Summer, sung by Miss, edltcd by Sidnfy R
R
Master Oscar Simpson and sister
Ernest Young and Mrs. W. Scot!
morrow evening at the home cf Mrs '
fl’nzhl.n as
an added
artri^d number,
r>nmtw»r ■. ten
.
as an
Betty are spending two weeks with Yeung of Matinicus arc guests of Mis McLaughlin
j ten up in a very interesting and comWalter S. Rounds.
was especially suited to hcr clear
their aunt Mrs. Charles Anderson. Alena Young.
i prehensive manner, touching upon
and very beautiful soprano voice.
Masonic street.
lccal musical activities, also of BcsMr. and Mrs. Raymond Watson and
Mr and Mrs. Eugene Harrington had She was equally at home in both j ton, and other music news gleaned '
sen Maynard accompanied by Roland
Mrs. C. F. Snow has returned from as weekend guests Walter, Leo and French and English songs, and from here and there, much as Realm
Watson of Boston, Miss Phyllis Wat
Miss Mary Harrington of Jefferson, turned with ease from the classjpal
Bc. lon where she visited relatives.
of Music is conducted.
son of Thomaston and Mrs. Oeorge
Mass.
to the popular songs. Kreisler's 'Old
• • • •
Littlefield motored Sunday to Friend
Mrs. E. E. Knight of Frederick
Refrain,' with violin obligato by Mr.
Apropos of Mrs. Carrie Burpee1
ship and called on friends and rela street was hostess to the Thimble
Miss Hattie V. Hall of Augusta who Bolduc, was interpreted with under
Shaw's glowing tribute to Harold
tives.
has been the guest of relatives in this standing by both artists. In Pace,
Club last evening.
Bauer's masterly playing, we find |
city for the past few months left re pace, mio Dio,' from 'La Forza del
Rubinstein Club meets Friday aftMrs. Bernard Fitzgerald and cenUy for Hampden where she will Destino' the tange of Miss Mc this in the March 4 issue of "Musical
Courier;”
ernoo'n at 2.15 at the Universalist ves- ^daughter Marilyn Marie of Bald Rock be guest of her brother, Oliver Hall
Laughlin's voice was apparent, but
Harry Brunswick Loeb, formei
try when a miscellaneous program are visiting Mrs. Fitzgerald's mother.
in the ‘Italian Street Song' from Musical Courier correspondent in
Mrs.
Thankful
Harris
who
has
been
under th? direction of Miss Katherine Mrs. Raymond Robishaw.
guest of Mrs. Willis Hooper and Mrs Naughty Marietta' she was at her } New Orleans, occasional pert and
Veazie will be presented.
to Tbna'nfr j b=M Thre? beautiful bouquets were „ow head of a piano shop, writes tc
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood is in Waldo Hiram‘crie"'has
a friend:
The men will be in charge of circle boro today where she will address thc Haibor to visit Mrs. Watson Barter. presented to Miss McLaughlin.
. .
,,
“I never undertake comparisons—
supper at the Universalist vestry to Woman's Club ln her capacity as di
From Sanford Miss McLaughlin each artist ha. hu indjviduaI
Mrs. Margaret Benner and daugh
morrow with George L. St. Clair as rector of the 9th district. State Fed
ter Mrs. Oeorge T. Stewart returned went to Portland where she was pea, And yet. while still under the
eration of Women's Clubs.
chairman.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Huston,
_
yesterday from Lexington,
Mass — ------magic of this unique necromancer
Mrs. Earle MacWilliams was hostess where they were called by the lllne&s an w _e‘e on r ay evening she H0r0Wjt2 wbo bewildered me with
Junior Harmony Club meets tonight
R0" his dazzling panoramas of sound, I
at Legion hall, and will present a pro- ’ to the S &T. Club at luncheon and and death of Mrs. Benner's daughter 53 g a a Epe®la mee ln& 0
gram with Mrs Leola Noyes ir. bridge Friday evening at her horns Mrs. Bertha (Ainsworth) Lawson tarlans and Rotary-Anns and where cannot but recaU the lasl recital o{
on Chestnut street. There were three Mrs. Lawson died Thursday following.again she ’von her hearers by the Harold Bauer, which reverts to me
charge. The hour is 6.15.
ut\ 0
er 'oice and art' Her‘ like the serenity of the hills. Horotables, and honors fell to Miss Mad a very serious operation ln a Boston
Oscar Gould of Thomaston was a lene Rogers. Mrs. Harold A. Horrocks hcspital. Funeral services were held , b«rt clark of Portland was her ac- wita fascinates, lures, grips you;
guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs R. L and Mrs. J. Wesley Thurston.
from the family home in Lexington . companist, and among the guests she Bauer charms, leads, holds you.
Jones at The Highlands.
Saturday. The body was cremated. I met many who had heard her a few Horowitz dazes with frequent and
The St. Patrick's Day card party She is survived by her husband Jo- i nlghu prev,ous either in Augusta or aimost blinding brilliance; Bauer
Browne Club was entertained Fri planned for Friday evening at Temple
illura‘nes
a
aod benign
day evening by Mrs. Bert Gregory hall has been postponed, and will be seph Lawson. -------McLaughlin was heard from WCSH. light. Wlth Horowtu ,
and Miss Edna King, at the former's given some time in May as a “May
Roland Watson who has been visit- j singing"Pace, Pace. Mio Dio." “The Alps x sland awed on a peak Qf thfi
home at Glencove. The time was de party."
ing his brother Raymond and his Old Refrain," and “Goodbye. Sum- Matterhorn I tremble and pant
voted to White Cross sewing.
sisters Phyllis of Thomaston and Mrs mer." Although the hour was much f.om
With
Mrs. A. R. Havener entertained at Oeorge Littlefield of Rockland, re- [ later than first announced, due to Bauer nervous excitement.
I walk cathedral aisles, I
Mrs. William Ellingwood was luncheon and bridge yesterday in the
turned today to Boston to resume his inaugural broadcasts, Miss Me amble through
valleys alive with
hostess to the Cardinal Club Satur aeries of benefit parties for the Con
duties as oiler on the S. S. Wellhart, Laughlin sang to a large audience
color and song, I breathe slowly and
day.
gregational Church.
which sails from Providence to Vir- and at the close she was besieged
deeply and havc the feeling that
with telegrams and telephone calls
ginia and other ports.
Classmates and friends of Abraham
,
_ ,
, 'All's well with the world.' ftorowitz
Baraca Class meets Wednesday
.ngOr a^d_other sings his dithyrambs in the flood of
Fein will be interested to know that evening at 7.30 at the Methodist ves
Mrs. H. H. Stover is convalescing ■ Maine towns and cities. It was a
he has become a counselor-at-law, try, with a short program and social
the full moon; Bauer intones his
happy occasion, and Miss Mc
being established in the French build features of the occasion. Refresh from tonsilitis.
poems under the throbbing of the
Laughlin's Rockland admirers were
ing. Fifth avenue, New York city. ments will bc served under the direc
stars. Like the truly-inspired reMrs. J. E. Walker is opening hcr
thrilled when her glorious voice came vivaU£t_ Horowlti exhor(s
Mr Fein who will be remembered as tion of Mrs. Esther Dolliver.
my spirit
heme on Main street, Thomaston,
out of the air to them. While in
graduating with honors from Rock
by the ardor of his eloquence and the
fridoy evening at 8 for a musical'?
Portland
Miss
McLaughlin
was
land High School tn 1925, also attend
The Comer Club was entertained for the benefit of St. John Baptist
rapture of this thought. Bauer, like
ed Columbia University and St. Johns Friday afternoon by Mrs. E. O. Dow. Episcopal Church. A program of high shown many social attentions.
the prophetic patriarch, awakens it
< • w «
Law School of Brooklyn.
Pleasant street.
order will be presented by Rockland
Miss McLaughlin tells of the charm by the dignity of his utterance and
Thomaston and Warren artists.
ing
manner in which she was en the import of hls message. When
Miss Julia Young who has been at
The March meeting of the Women's
tertained in Augusta, particularly by Horowitz plays, my lips exultantly
Matinicus. called there by the illness Foreign Missionary Society takes
The Congregational Missionary So
Senator
and Mrs. McLoon. She also cry cut, 'My God!’ When Bauer
and death of her father W. Scott place Thursday afternoon at thc ciety will be entertained Wednesday
plays, my heart whlspeis consolingly,
Young, was ln this city yesterday on home of Mrs. Lena Stevens, Rock afternoon at 3 oclock by Mrs. H. A tells of the popularity of the Mc‘Peace, be still’."
Loons
at
the
Capita!,
and
of
thc
her return to Braintree, Mass.
land street. Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood Buffum and Mrs. C. H. Duff at tne
will be leader, with Mrs. Frank Flint horn? of Mrs. Buffum, Grove street. stately appearance Mrs. McLoon
EAST UNION
The BPW Club resumes its weekly in charge of devotions.
mads at the reception where she
Miss Charlotte Buffum will be pro
The Community Club meets Wed
card parties Thursday evening at the
was among the ladies pouring. Mrs.
gram leader and will have as her
Country Club with Mrs. June Kalloch
The Diligent Dames had-luncheon
McLoon wore olive green trimmed nesday afternoon with Mary Payson.
subject “Japan" and will read newa
Susan Gath spent the weekend with
and Mrs. Julia Shattuck in charge. Friday at the home of Mrs. Fred L
with kolinsky fur, which with her
letters from that country. Mrs. Mau
The parties are open to the public.
Linekin, with Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy as
beautifully groomed white hair made Elizabeth Anderson of this place.
rice Lovejoy will review the book "ReMrs. Mary Saunders is guest of Mrs.
assisting hostess. The meeting of
a striking combination.
The Methebesec Club met Friday Friday, March, 24, will be at the home I thinking Missions." There will b"
• • • •
Abbie Merrill in South Hope
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Ruth pf Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton, West special music and all members of the
The March meeting of thc Farm
Miss Elizabeth Marsh, has given us
Ellingwood. Theresa Millett, chair Stockport, with Mrs. Orbeton and Mrs parish are cordially Invited to attend this lovely tribute for MissMcLaugh- Buriau was held in grange dining hall
man of the ways and means commit Clarence Munsey as hostesses.
Mrs. Ella S. Bird will be hostess to lin following her appearance in the wit!l 17 members present, thc subtee gave an interesting report con
recent patriotic meeting at the Park jcct “Square Meals For Health."
Chapin Class this evening.
cerning Mrs. Lincoln's dramatic , Mrs. E. F. Glover has received word
Theatre, singing in Victor Hei bert's \ The menu was surely a palatable one,
criticisms. Mrs. Mary Southard as Of the death on Friday at Olean, N
consisting of com chowder, crackers,
An Important meeting of the execu "Call to Freedom:"
program chairman had "African Y„ of her cousin, Mrs. Louise Bennett tive board of the Parent-Teacher
string beans, carrot salad, coffee car
Upon a pedestal she stood.
Hunters and Explorers" as her sub Sisson, after a long period of illness Association has been called for Friday
Emblem of "White Sisterhood”—
nival with whipped cream, raisin
Calm and serene.
ject. and gave introductory papers Mrs. Sisson was the deughter of Capt. evening at 7 sharp at the High
bread, cookies and coffee, prepared by
A vision rare, a dream.
And lo! A silvery note
Mrs. Laura Maxey presented a paper John Bennett and Adeline (Graves) School building.
members under the direction of Food
Bestirs the air.
cn "Explorers" and Mrs. Ava Jackson, Bennett, of Rockland, where she
As from the vision fair,
Project Leader Amelia Dornan.
A voice ls raised.
one on "Hunters." Mrs. Mary B. spent her early girlhood. Capt Ben
Miss Anna L. Gordon returned Fri
Triumphant In loud praise.
And falls upon the listening ear
Cooper gave current events, informal nett made many foreign voyages and day from a 12-days' visit in Boston
A clarion call.
ly, much of her talk pertaining to the after retiring went In business in I and New York. In New York she at
A message pure and clear,
It bids the sons of earth to pause
banking situation and White House Brooklyn, where many years of Mrs tended the opening of the RoxyAnd strike for freedom’s noble cause,
"Olve heed. O sons of men.
Mrs. Gladys Morgan, with Miss Mar Sisson's life were spent. Mrs. Sisson's Rockefeller Radio City, an ultraGive heed, lest ye forget
New, wonderful MEILO-OLO face
The Lord of hosts doth lead ye yet,
garet Stahl at the piano, sang "Slave husband (Edwin G. Sisson) was the modernistic struoture. She was guest
powder reproduces the tempting bloom
He e’er will keep
Song” by del Riego and "Were You son of a Universalist minister holding | of Mrs. Ida Dane in New York and
of youth. Spreads smoothly, stays on
Our country safe.
Let her not sleep!”
j longer, hides tiny lines and wrinkles,
There" Negro spiritual arranged by parishes in Maine for many years. of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Gorfinkle in
Upon a pedestal she stood
prevents large pores. No shiny ncses,
And sang for righteous brotherhood.
II. T. Burleigh. The next meeting will Mrs. Sisson visited Rockland at dif Boston,
no drawn or "pasty" look. Women
be on Friday, March 24 at thc home ferent periods, her most recent visit
trust MELLO-GLO because new
Mrs. Frances Hogart. who has been
of Mis. Angelica Glover, the club's having been about four years ago
Sylvia Lent, violinist, who has ; French process makes it thc purest
president. Mtss Annie Frye will be when she spent many happy hours re at Matlnicus, for a few weeks, was in bren heard in Camden concerts in lace P°*'der known. Delightfully fraprogram chairman, to have as her newing girlhood friendships and ac this city yesterday on her way home recent summers, made a' Joint ap- grant. Try MELLO-tHXi today 5°c
. .
J
H i and $100. •Comer Drug Store and all
to Hyde Park, Mass.
subject "Africa as a Literary Setting." quaintances.
pearance a short time ago with | other good stores; tax free.

The Courier-Gazette
Printing Plant
Is unexcelled in Eastern Maine. We print every
thing printable from a Calling Card to the Largest
Poster.
Our type faces are modern, our paper stock the finest,
and our workmanship is done by artists of years’
experience.
Now is the time to have your personal, business and
advertising printing done at our new low prices.
LETTERHEADS
BILLHEADS,
STATEMENTS
ENVELOPES,
FLYERS,
CARDS. ETC.,

$9.95
tarf

Per 1000

Parcel Post on each 1000 15c Extra

Butter Paper printed in Blue or Black Ink

1000 Sheets, half pound size,
1000 Sheets, one pound size,
Milk Bills, 1000,
in sooo Lots

$3.00
$3.75
$1.50

SPECIAL OFFER

One year's subscription to The Courier-Gazette Free
with each order of Wedding Invitations
or Announcements

Embossed Letter Printing
Adds distinction, style and character to your sta
tionery, announcements, cards, folders, etc. We are
the only printers in Knox County using this up-todate process.
Whenever you are in the market for printing let us
figure with you

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Rockland, Maine

OWL'S HEAD
Florence Dyer and son Richard
were callers Sundiy on Mr. and Mrs
Arey.
Mr. and Mrs D. A. Whitmore and
daughter Lillian of Rockport were
visitors in town Saturday.
A son was recently born to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert St. Clair, weight 9
pounds. 9 ounces, and who has been
named Elwood..
Elizabeth, little two year old daugh
ter of Emery St. Clair, had a birth
day party Saturday afternoon. She
had as guests. Evelyn Ross and Prank
Ross, Annie Farrow and Virginia Far
row, Belle Young and Orover Young,
Nina Perry and Bernice Perry. Mar
tha Maddocks and Betty Ruth
Dolliver, Miriam Scammon and
Lillian Whitmore, Also Elizabeth's
grandmother and grandfather Whit
more and Warner St. Clair. She re
ceived many pretty and useful gifts.
Sandwiches, cookies and candy were
served.
The correspondent is pleased to see
West Penobscot news regarding
Grampa Young, and to know that he
is so smart.
The Triangle Club metis Tuesday
with Mrs. G. C. Your.g.
Sewing Circle meets with Mrs. Le
land Perry Thursday. All members
are invited to attend.

i

GLENCOVE

NORTH CUSHING

Heibert N. Brazier, member of the
Mies Alice Venner of North Ando
school beard. C. E. Gregory and Karl ver. Mm, is visi'irg her brother at
Packard were In Rockport Saturday the rad.o station.
evening to attend the meeting of thc
Mrs. Edward Kinney and Mrs.
budget committee of the town.
LUlias Robinson with Henry Caddv
Penobscot View Grange will have cf St. George recently visited thelr
at its next meeting a supp r and pro sLiter Mrs. Ida Smith.
M' s Evelyn Goldie of Friendship
gram in keeping with March 17, thi
birthday anniversary of St. Patrick was entertained at the radio station
Thursday.
The supper will be public.
Mrs. Florence Copeland and young
Edwin Hall spent the day Monday 1
grandson were guests last Tuesday at
fishing in Nobleboro with Harold H. E. Smith's.
i Coombs and Ralph Smith of Rock-1 Mrs. Nellie Benner has had em
land.
ployment in Rockland.
Miss Ada Hall left for Boston on th"
Mrs. Iola Smith and son Gerald
Friday morning train after being! spent Thursday at East Friendship
with her mother and sister Emma for guests of Mrs. Eveline Marshall.
a few days.
A quilt was tacked Thursday for
The attendance cf members from Mrs. Ada Lufkin at Lhe home of Mrs.
Pi nebreot View Grange at the session Carrie Young There were seven
of Limerock Valley Pomona Orange ladies present and combining busi
last Saturday was rather small only ness with pleasure a good time was
eight being present. These who were enjoyed by all.
r.ct therc missed an interesting dis
course on the agricultural situation
in Maine by State Commissioner of
Agricultural F. P. Washburn, also a
talk on "Poultry" by County Agent
Ralph Wentworth. They also missed
an unusually good supper furnished
by the sisters of Pleasant Valley
Grange.

So far as the wc.nen are concerned
If Technocracy Is to convince th-1
rank and file, it has only to raise we hope the bustle never doc.5 come
one can of com without hoeing.—De back, bul wv’d like to see one get be
hind business —Ripley (Ohioi Bee.
troit News.

ACID STOMACH BIG FACTOR
IN CAUSING ULCERS
Don't let loo much acid ruin your
sumach. Take Dr. Emil's Adla Tab
lets and quickly overcome acid con
ditions, heartburn, sour stomach, in
digestion C. H. Moor & Company,
Druggists.

WED.-THURS.

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

FIRST TIME AT POPULAR PRICES!

Her

Give Your Skin
That healthy glow

NORMA SHEARER • CLARK GABLE
NOW SHOWING
"LAWYER MAN” with WM. POWELL, JOAN BLONDELL

j- STRAND 7

TODAY
BORIS KARLOFF In
"THE OLD DARK HOUSE”

PARK

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 14, 1933

' 1"!ht
chess-friend, Reynolds (a field natu- I
ralist and graduate of Oxford Uni- '
Chatty Letter From Our Na versity, England). I made a semi- j
weekly trip to “the city," and always !
turalist Tells of Affairs At headed straight for the chess-playing
fraternity. Reynolds was then and for )
‘‘St. Pete"
several years afterwards the chess
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
champion. All the old chess players j
St. Petersburg, “the Sunshine City,” of those days, including Reynolds j
noted far its green benches, sports of Prof. Barry, and several others, whose
all kinds and churches, does more to names slip my memory, have depart’ ed this world, and sleep the long,
entertain tourists than does anv other
eternal sleep. Not one of the old
city in Florida. Not only that, bu’ chess group do I see here now.
St. Pete is the best located, on Tampa
Some years later, when I went to
Bay and near the Gulf, and the best Williams Park to play chess. Dr. Little
laid out. with its wide tree and flower- principal of the High School, would
bedecked streets and extra wide side be waiting and ready to pounce upon
walks, permitting of row upon row tne! Never a word would he utter,
of green-benches, where the people 5 but when he caught sight of me, hc
from “all-over'' sun themselves and would beckcn and point with his
exchange gossip, of any city in the linger to a chess-board, and we w’ere
State, if not in the United States.
; soon absorbed in the game—and what
Nineteen years ago 1 first landed I a tussle, of mind with mind, of atfrom a Tampa steamboat in St. ' tack and retreat, of deep-laid plots
Petersburg. At that time it was only that came to naught!
a town or small city, with no sky
And now, today, at the new pavilion
scrapers and few if any fine buildings I with many new faces, new actors, thf
Central avenue ended at Ninth street. i game goes on just the same. Sr
Hie Plaza theatre was just going up. i many more players have arrived this
Now —Central Avenue, beautifully i winter that yesterday I caught th?
ornamented with palms and other I president w’ith yard-stick in hand,
trees, and brightly illuminated at measuring the building.
night with street electric lamps, is ex
"What for?" said I.
tended straight on through Pasa
"Why. we need more room, and the
dena to Boca Ciega Bay; a fine j city fathers are going to enlarge the
open-air U. S. Postoffice building, building for us."
artistically ornamented in colors; new
Hurrah—great is chess!
Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. buildings; an
• • 0 ■
Art Museum; a million-dollar recrea
My article in The Courier-Gazette
tion pier, the new Florida Theatre, a of' Jan. 5, "Down in Gulfport," in
Carnegie Library building, fine, large which I gave a pen-picture of the biic!
High School and College buildings: scene at Mirror Lake, and incidental
many fine bank and business build ly mentioned the chess club was reings, a fine yacht club-house—all go ■ published in the Daily Times of this
to make this an -up-to-date modern city, and brought me a written invitacity—as modem cities go!
1 tion from President Gerwig of the
• • • •
1 club to be its guest at the second an
But what appeals to the tourists nual banquet, which was served in the
most of all are the recreation and club rooms of the Quoit Club, close by
sports facilities, provided by the city the chess club's pavilion. Of course
government. Williams Park, right in I attended and got my fill of roast
the very center of the city, with its chicken and all the “fixin's.” I copy
free afternoon and evening band con from the St. Petersburg Independen,
certs and open forum; the horse-shoe of Jan. 28:
"Preceding the exposition (chessroque. bowling, and shuffleboard
courts; the chess, checker and domino playing), the second annual banquet
pavilicr near the waterfront and the was served to members and invited
Forty-five sat down to
now chess pavilion at Mirror Lake, guests.
provide indoor facilities for patrons table. After the meal short addresses
of these quieter, studious games. In by President A. H. Gerwig. Ben Smith
1913, Williams Park was the center of tiie Chamber of Commerce and
for all the sports and games, except Pierce Gahan of the recreation de
ing the shuffleboard. which had not partment were made and a picturt
taken for the publicity department."
at that time appeared on the scene.
I am sending you herewith a copy
Then, as now, I had my living quar
ters at Gulfport, with my dear old of this picture. I continue to quote

NEWS FROM NORMAN

Turn In

Bottle Caps NOW

OUR CHANCING DIET
Say! Who Owns the
Interesting Food Facts Are
Highways, Anyway? Told Rotarians By Dr. A.

W. Foss

In response to a very general de
mand the following interesting paper, j
presented Friday by Dr Alvin W. Foss
at the local Rotary Club meeting, is
| given in part.
Primitive man had the greatest 1
i difficulty ln obtaining sufficient food i
to eke out a miserable existence. The i
d?velcpment of agriculture Including
•he cultivation of the soil and th?
domestication of animals fumriher’
many new possibilities for the pro
duction of foods derived from animals
as well as from plants. Improved
methods of communication, the rail
road refrigerator cars, etc. make it
pcsr lble today to have all sorts of food
from all over the world.
. It may be a matter of some interest
to ascertain if there have really been
any noteworthy changes in our na
tional dietary noteworthy in the last
200 years. Are there styles in food?
In "The Accomplished Cook, or thr
Art and Mystery of Cookery." printed
in 1678, there are bills of fare for
every month in the year. Here arr
ome details of a menu for All Saints
Day in November. The first course
alone Includes 20 dishes, beginning
with oysters and continuing through
beef, capons, geese, duck, mutton,
The modern highways were origi convenient use of the highways. His
venison, swans, veal and roast turkey,
nally planned for the use of the pri rights come before those of commer and ending with a double bordered
Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture; Claude A.
cial users. The United States Supreme
vate car driver, says the Railroad Em
custard. The second course includes
Swanton, Secretary of Navy; Cordell Hull,
Court has declared this to be the law,
ployees and Taxpayers Association of and holds that any State may control 20 more dishes, oranges, lemons and
Secretary of State; (bottom row) Harold L.
Ickee. Secretary of Interior: William HPhiladelphia. Private car drivers are or limit the use of its roads for profit more meat dishes, and so on and so or
Woodin, Secretary of Treasury; Frances
until we reach the dessert—jellies
also the country's home and farm
The heavy trucks, says the Associa
Perkins, Secretary of Labor; George H.
and tarts and gingerbread and other
owners. They constitute the great tion. should be regulated in the in
Dern, Secretary of War. The post of Attorfruits according to the original bill of
army of the nation's taxpayers. Two- terest of safety and good transporta
General is yet to be filled due to the
fare.
thirds of the up-to-date highway tion This, it is stated, is the aim of
untimely death of Thomas J. Walsh who
had been selected.systems of the United States have the railroads. The Association denies
One is impressed on reading such
been built of property and income that the railroads plan to increase
DEATH TAKES
menus with the great abundance and
taxes, and only one-third out of the payments required of private car
CABINET MEM
variety of meat. With the passing of
license fees and gasoline levies.
owners for their use of the roads. On
BER — Senator
the years there has been a gradual
As a consequence, the Association the contrary, it says, the railcarriers
Thomas J. Walsh
displacement of meats from their for
of Montana who
declares, the great truck, which has have repeatedly pointed out that if
mer position of supremacy. The !
had been appoint
enormously Increased highway costs, reasonable limits are placed upon size
modem statistics of the food industry'
ed attorney gen
enjoys a right-of-way chiefly paid for of trucks, highway costs will be so re
ndicate an increased consumption of
eral in President
by the private car driver, farmer and duced that in a few years private car
Roosevelt's cabi
dairy products, vegetables, fruits and
homeowner. The private car operator license fees and other charges can
net died suddenly
DEB-CHASER. "Mike** Ackerman, famous society photog
sugar.
has a natural right to the safe and be substantially cheapened.
two days before
rapher, spends hit winters trailing America's debt over
During the early part of tiie last
he was to take of
Florida beaches for the country's papers—and it's no easy
century sugar was used primarily as
fice. He waa 73
Job. Here It Mike treating hit aching feet with hit favorite
from the Independent by Mat Hews:
condiment. The consumption in
years old.
remedy.
"The most wonderful exhibition of
1823 has been estimated as enough to
simultaneous chess playing that St.
give each person 8.8 pounds per year
Petersburg has ever been treated to
A. B. Crocker
In 1931 the annual per capita con- 1 to maintain normal weight. It should at each meal. Butter or cream at for dogmatism and quackery for
was given under the auspices of thc
sumption was 108 pounds, or 12 times have a proper balance between pro each meal and for children a liberal ptuedo-science and unmerited prelocal chess ciub in the club rooms of
■ Doubtless most of your readers are as much. This would be over 500 J tein, carbohydrate and fat. It should amount ef milk. Babies should have | tcriptlons and proscriptions than in
the Quoit Club, Friday evening when
calories per day. about one-sixth of have a sufficient amount of vitamins orange juice and either cod liver cil the domain of our daily diet. Those
J. C. Fppens played against 25 board? aware that the Boston and Maine R
the energy intake. Incidentally this ar.d minerals, calcium, phosphorus, or viosterol. Bread, potato, cereals j who have seen the pendulum of en
R
is
sending
out
“
Sunday
Snow
I and .’cored 20 wins, four draws and
had been accomplished with a tre- I iron, manganese and copper Trans and vegetables for carbohydrate, some thusiasm swing from one extreme
j only one loss." Then follows the Trains" to New Hampshire, so tha:
mendous reduction in the cost of the lating this into ordinary language sugar but not too much, and for thc ! food fad to another in the course of
I names of his opponents, with their nature cranks can really see nature
j years will be wary. Let them keep
product One thousand calories now would be something like this. Meat diabetic, no sugar.
particular openings. “By one o’clock in the winter time. Two weeks ago
or fish once a day. One or two eggs
There is no field of practical im an open mind without becoming too
cost less than three cents.
(a. m l the majority of tables were
These marked changes in our food a day. Fruit and green vegetables portance related to human well-being reactionary to notic? that our food
2150 journeyed to North Woodstock.
j habits do change.
idle. Eppens seemed none the worse
habits suggest several things,—In the every dav. preferably one or die ether ir. which there is greater opportunity
N.
H.
to
enjoy
the
snowshoeing.
siev

i for his six hours of concentration and
first place the great adaptability of '
when the last move had been made ing and other winter sports.
the human organism to food as well
I arose early this cold, clear, March
asked for a match, commenting that
as
to other things.
I his cigar had gone out; it had been morning and after breakfast saun
Is instinct a safe guide in eating?
out for at least three hours."
tered to the North Station, Boston. tef Under normal conditions of supply [
The sole winner from Eppens. J. C watch the N. C depart for the town
and normal conditions of health, little
Percy, a hotel proprietor of Lakeville of East Jaffrey. N H. just southeast
attention is given by the great mav
Conn., with whom I chatted before of Mt. Monadnock. I have climbed
of mankind to the question of what or j
the banquet and beside whom I sat it several times in summer Grand
how much should be eaten. They
during the playing, is an ex-engineer view from there. You can see 35
simply eat what they want and as
ar.d a fine fellow. Mr. Howe, secrebe1(w
from
summit j
much as they want and go about
I ;wy of the club, has won one or more arrived at North Statlon at g15 a m their business. How can they iong
tcumaments this winter. Mr Long train duc to depart al gM
survive in such ignorance? The only
is an old friend of mine and kindly | tion was full of men women, snow
possible answer is that they are en
took me home to Gulfport at 2 in the shoes and skis. And the coe'.umes
dowed with instincts which guide
morning!
especiaUy those of Ute ladies—well, it them so well that under normal con
Great is chess, for brain (mental) reminds one of the story told of the
ditions ot life they escape the many
exercise. I turn to the shuffle-board late Joseph Jefferson when he used
dangers that until recently they were
for physical exercise and to hikes to summer on Cape Cod. The first
unconscious ot. Instinct however
after shells on the Gulf beaches.
lady w-ho wore b'.oomers as a bicycle has its limitations.
Norman Wallace Lermond
costume stopped to inquire her way
The ideal diet should be one that
St. Petersburg, Fla..
Lady bicyclist: "Pardon me. is this gives a sufficient number of calories
the way to Wareham? (on the Cape
it is pronounced—Wear 'em).
STRAND THEATRE
Joseph Jefferson: “Well, really, I
NEW BEAUTY
The brilliant Eugene O'Neill drama, don't know, yours are the first I've
“Strange Interlude," comes Wednes seen."
I suppose the New Hampshire
day and Thursday with Norma
NEW STYLING
Shearer playing the intensely emo horses are used to them by this time.
They separated the sheep from the
tional heroine, Nina Leeds, and Clark
Gable cast as Doctor Ned Darrell, goats, and one train left at 8.30 a. m
NEW FEATURES
who?? influence plays havoc with her via the Southern Division through
1 out of Every 3
Nashua. N. H., the other train they
life.
Electric Refrigerators
Its amazing use of spoken thoughts held till 855 a. m. so that all
or “asides” has been retained in th? stragglers could make thc train and
in Homos Today
SOwr, ''' ' T
screen version, necessitating the use went over the Fitchburg Division via
is a G-E Monitor Top
of two separate sound systems to Winchendon. Mass. Both trains car
record dialogue. Of additional in ried dining cars and would park at
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from Clicquot Club Ginger Ale
Most stores will gladly accept these little bottle
caps and see that they reach the local relief or
ganization that has accepted Clicquot s offer.
You can help by turning your caps in regularly,
even a few at a time. It all helps. Five or six
caps will buy a loaf of bread—nine or ten caps
a quart of milk. Pennies count up fast, and so
do bottle caps.

Worth lc Each to Your Relief Fund

Until April 1, 1933
The Clicquot Club Company have agreed to pay
one cent each to your local relief organization
for every cap turned in before April I, 1933.
Checks are sent out as often are caps are re
turned. It all helps. Turn your bottle caps in
NOW!
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LEON J. WHITE

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
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this friend is a bit of an inventor, too.
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